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Precarious Wall Street
Enhances GAIA Asset
of “Jesus”. What if you never heard of Jesus? What
IF you were among the Pharisees who murdered that
nice young man? Uh, oh, you might claim, for I will
THE GREAT DESTROYER, EGO
tell you that YOU WERE AND ARE RIGHT THERE
Hatonn—You just never can tell—CAN YOU?
MURDERING THE VERY INTENT OF THAT
It is “Palm Sunday” again this year, so let’s MAN, REAL OR IMAGINED! You are locked in the
consider our Celebration and what it means—REALLY. lies of the presentations which “brokers” of religion
It means that you must begin and end your own, pronounce onto you.
individual self, as to determining what ANYTHING
I will tell you now that unless an actor hangs on the
might “mean”.
planks until he is quite dead to human life—he has done
By this, I mean that you must consider, carefully, nothing more than pretend—for the crucifixion which
your own perception and realization of impact of matters—is that which is WITHIN the being of each
conception as to a focus on SELF. You cannot simply man.
say: “This means...”, as in the instance of a story that
Otherwise, chelas, all you have done by enacting
is offered, a “myth”, if you will. Did somebody called the nails in the hands and self-mutilation is but an
Jesus really get crucified and slain? CAN you perceive adrenaline rush, and you could get that by any means
the fact of the matter: that it has no meaning other than you so choose in order to have some expression of
“something” in your own being. And, further, if you
that which YOU GIVE UNTO IT?
Here in the Philippines, there is a tradition, which really want to make a REAL point for your self, you
grows every year, where individuals re-enact the whole would do it in the darkest corner of your hidden closet
gory thing in order to experience the “divine” passion for, otherwise, the act is done for the benefit of the
audience watching—EVERY
You can, in fact,
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WATCH CHRIST BEING CRUCIFIED EVERY
MOMENT OF YOUR VERY OWN LIVES. YOU
crucify God’s messengers every minute of every day in
hundreds of different ways, and you TRY to crucify
God a million times a day—in the very acts committed
and the very allowance of such crimes as you can
conceive put to manifestation. YOU CAN ONLY
CRUCIFY AND MURDER THE MAN—FOR
TRUTH WILL ENDURE, AND “THAT” IS
WHAT THE MESSAGE IS, MY FRIENDS.
So, am I bashing some story of 2000 years ago? I
wish I could but it seems you have built your illusion—
and from “that” reality you must experience whatever
you will.
Why, for instance, do some so badly want Dharma
out of their lives and buried in the grave of silence?
Because they cannot bear TRUTH—so, “kill the
messenger”. Worse, the fact of the “Dharma” hatred is
obvious. She represents the presentation of the TRUTH
instead of the conjured fables used for “cover for
hiding”. Ah, but—there is no place to run or to hide—
for TRUTH WILL OUT, sooner or later, and God has
(Continued on page 2)
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all the time in the universe—infinitely.
Now, consider for a minute that it is Good Friday and
all of you are gathered around a replica cross with some
unidentified (or even identified) man hanging on the
planks, and you are on your knees in so-called prayer.
What are your thoughts? NOW, I WANT YOU TO—
WITHOUT FINDING A PUBLICATION ABOUT
SAME—LIST EVERY MAN WHO HAS REENACTED
THE PASSION AND CRUCIFIXION FOR, SAY, THE
LAST YEAR.
In this, perhaps you can see that the incident, real or
imagined, was an act to present the LIE—not the TRUTH
which IS God. And, you who RE-ENACT the humble
atonement in the dirt in front of a false god on a cross of
wood—wherein the only known fact is that a TREE WAS
KILLED for the nonsense—what are you doing? Would
it not be better to plant a tree, so that you might have
oxygen for your own resurrection in goodness and
realization? You will only have sore knees, my blind
students, from such a “celebration”.
This brings us right back around to the “P...” I used
in yesterday’s writing. What did you interpret that as
meaning? Now, catch yourself because I am going to
show you that vulgarity and harshness attributed TO ME
or to my scribe is IN YOUR MIND, NOT OURS. I
meant, in the English language: “Pharisees”. So, get out
your toilet paper and clean off your mind. Or, is “toilet
paper” also a gross and vulgar word? How do YOU look
for bathroom poop-deck wiping material? And, by the
way, almost as much toilet paper is used for so many other
things as to be made, at a more extravagant price, facial
soft wipes. You can wipe a tear with toilet paper even
better than with the finger, my friends. So, stop
interpreting—according to your needs to pronounce your
ego attitudes onto another—MY INTENT, OPINION OR
MEANING. At BEST, you can only interpret from your
experience—under any circumstances.
When will YOU start thinking and acting on the thing
called LIFE and never mind the waste of that called
“DEATH”?
THERE IS NO DEATH AND,
THEREFORE, YOU ARE STUCK WITH “LIFE”,
WHICH YOU REFUSE TO LOOK AT, MUCH THE
LESS—LIVE!
Better served, this “life” would be, if you stayed off
pretend Hill Golgotha, saved a tree and planted a new one,
which bears the fruits of life-sustaining value—or a Neem
tree, which is a “tree of life”—and grow with it into LIFE
itself. Would life not be better for ALL of you?
This brings you directly back to EGO!
EGO IS A STRANGE BEAST— IT DESTROYS
ITS HOST, AS THE PARASITE ON THE TREE
DESTROYS THE TREE. RESPONSIBLE INTENT
AND ACTIONS ARE THE KEYS TO SUCCESS. ALL
ELSE IS GREED AND IRRESPONSIBLE BEHAVIOR,
FOCUSED ON EGO DESIRES AND DEMANDS.
NOW, YOU ARE UPSET!
You wanted me to write on something for “Palm
Sunday” that would be magnificent in the eyes and ears of
the preachers and worthy of the Celebration of this
myth—which brings more shackles, not freedom, upon
man individual and in mass. NO, THANK YOU. More
appropriate for your understanding is: What do you think
Jesus might have done as he watched the slaying of Truth?
The shortest verse in your Holy Book answers: “JESUS
WEPT”! AND SO, TOO, DID GOD.
Which do you think the “MASTER” appreciates the
more: the man who says “I went and spent the afternoon
on knees watching the Passion Play enacted,” or the one
who STANDS on his feet before a task, such as planting
trees in God’s garden, and says, “Here am I, USE ME,

FOR YOUR GLORY AND MY LIFE!”
Did God ask you to go to the Passion Play? Who
said? Why? Where do you go? When do you go?
AND, what are you supposed to do? Will you always be
a spectator or might you EVER see that you must DO
SOMETHING IN TRUTH AND REALITY—to even
GET IN THE PLAY? You can hang a satanic devil on
a tree and that does not make him good, important, great
or otherwise anything other than what he is—a man on a
tree.
You can, also, plant lilies to decorate your altars and
gardens—but WHY? Who said? Where, how, when and
who should do it—you or the gardener?
Should EVERYONE plant a Neem tree? Not unless
you think all you want to eat are Neem leaves. Are you
so robotic that someone actually has to NOW TELL YOU
TO BREATHE?
Why do you not get up and get out of your coffin and
try living a bit? GOD CREATED YOU FOR LIVING—
NOT DYING!
And, aren’t your backsides weary of the sitting load
and the knees sore to breaking from the standing on
them—after all, God also provided you with FEET UPON
WHICH TO STAND IN BALANCE. The only one who
might be worthy of standing on his knees—is the man
with no forelegs and feet. Ah, “but”, you say: “I can
only ‘think’ on my seat or knees!” You will find that the
MIND works ever so much the better from the position of
PRODUCTION. The hermit on the mountain in the cave
is about as selfish a man as exists—and he calls it
meditation? Meditation on WHAT—for whom does he
think? Why does he choose to do this “sitting” on his
backside in a cave away from any ability to share his
wisdom? And WHO, exactly, feeds him?
BLIND AS A BAT
Are bats blind? No, they see very well. How about
YOU? Are YOU blind? Well, you surely don’t see very
well, do you? And, worse for you, you have lost the
qualities of life that allow you otherwise to survive: sonar,
sound and frequency use—perception of higher realization
in sensing. YOU ARE BLIND AS A DEEP-SEA
PARASITE, my friends—not a bat.
SO MUCH FOR PASSION AND PARASITES
The big inquiry to the god on high, right now in the
chaos of business misadventures, is: “What is going on
in the Stock Market of the beam ship lollypop, Wall
Street?” Exactly what is planned.
The question is FOR YOU, not for me. What IS
going on? You have been told over and over again
exactly how it would be and even “when”, “how”, “who”,
“where” and “WHY”. So, let’s see what you have
learned, for we do not write for my input—for what I
offer, I already KNOW. So, will the Wall Street plunge
hurt the price of “tea in China”, as the old saying goes, or
“the price of gold”, another old saw? Yes, to both. So,
what are the headlines? Well, ONLY in the “business”
section is it even mentioned in the Philippines general
Palm Sunday production.
[QUOTING from the Philippine Star, Sunday, April
16, 2000:]
WALL STREET SUFFERS
WORST 1-DAY LOSS IN HISTORY
NEW YORK (AP)—The Dow Jones Industrials and
NASDAQ Composite Index both suffered record one-day
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point drops Friday as a new inflation report sparked
furious selling that turned into panic as the session wore
on.
The Dow plunged 616.23 points, or 5.6 percent, to
10,307.32. At its lowest point, it was off 722 points.
The NASDAQ dropped 354.99, or 9.6 percent, to
3,321.79…
...The day capped one of the worst weeks in Wall
Street history...
[END OF QUOTING] ETC., ETC., ETC.
Now, YOU tell me, before I even consider
responding: What means NASDAQ? No, tell me the
meaning of “N-A-S-D-A-Q”. Tell me, without reading
any editorials from Wall Street: What or who is Dow
Jones? No, I don’t want “perhaps” or “maybe”—WHAT
ARE THESE THINGS and for WHAT are they indexes?
Who said? Where? What, When and Why?
Exactly what corporations and how many are listed on
the New York Stock Exchange? The Chicago Stock
Exchange? How about the Manila Stock Exchange?
Come on, people: THIS IS THE GAME OF THE
ELITE BOLSHEVIK SHYSTERS!
ACTUALLY, THE WHOLE THING MAKES OUR
DAY EVER SO MUCH MORE ENJOYABLE. A
HOUSE WITH NO FOUNDATION WILL FALL. A
BUILDING BUILT ON A FOUNDATION OF, SAY,
SOLID GOLD—WILL NOT FALL, NOR WILL THE
INHABITANTS BE HURT OR EVEN DAMAGED!
But what of that old IMF/WB problem? Oh, well,
there are plans to “suicide” both of those corporations
in favor of death—not resurrection—of nations and
people. These have been the tools for acquisition of
assets and enslavement procedures.
What does this do to “Global” assets? It makes them
solid and more valuable with the fall of each empty dollar.
I am going to repeat something: The “Global” debt we
hold is BACKED by GOLD. In any form presented—it
“is” gold. It can only increase in value—it cannot be
diminished, even in the fall of nations, for it IS a true and
binding asset—into infinity!
Here's what I really want you to think about, you who
misuse our own assets in your foolish “trading programs”
and high-yield nonsense: HOW MUCH MONEY DO
YOU REALLY EXPECT TO GET NOW? You who
play with the Devil must expect the Devil’s outcome,
which is always set in gold for himself and NOTHING
FOR YOU. It is the purest basis of “give and take”—
YOU GIVE AND HE TAKES!
And what of the things that come with economic
collapse? Well, you go bankrupt, of course. Everybody
suffers, for there is nothing with which to pay rents or
leases, buy luxuries or purchase the fuel to run your toys
of convenience. There was already NO VALUE upon
which a single paper note was based—or IS BASED.
OH, WELL...
When the entire world has come to base its value on
worthless paper, you have catastrophe—spelled
apocalypse. And THIS VERY THING ensures that God’s
Plan shall, will and can WORK.
You who have tried so desperately to destroy my
teams and our work are destined by your own actions to
lose everything of value you have tried to beg, borrow OR
STEAL from us.
Some of you who contributed your efforts and loaned,
for projects, to the Phoenix Institute, have outdone
yourselves in your relentless needs of ego self. With
collapse, you have INTENTIONALLY buried any
probability of entity survival—for, from Wall Street to the
local bank, values are, at best: TIED UP. So what will
you do now, you who have worked so diligently to destroy
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the assets of others? I really don’t know and care even less—
these have been your choices.
Ah, but—always is the response, “the gold...”. What
gold? When you refused to meet the CALL on gold, the banks
absorbed it! It is simple in concept and actuality. This, of
course, is a comment on very local and personal things and not
relative to the massive overall. However, this will—if it be the
“Big One”—be the collapse and loss of just about “everything”
as pertains to the “citizens general” of any nation which suffers
great collapses and losses through the great corporate
institutions who have already enslaved you—it simply means
that you slaves sacrifice a bit more and enjoy the rape and the
crucifixion of your humiliation. And NO, it doesn’t matter
what I told you—it only matters what you heard or learned, no
more or less. Do YOU actually think the Slave-MASTER is
going to go hungry? WAKE UP, “LITTLE SUZY”!
Will the Market recover? Who cares? It is incredibly,
without limits, exceptionally good for our ongoing projects in
progress. Those who loaned substance to accomplish our
work will end up reaping untold rewards, while you who have
done everything in your power to break and destroy our plan
and our people—will reap whatever consequences come from
your actions—YOU CHOSE TO DO WHAT YOU HAVE
DONE AND, THEREFORE, YOU SHALL HAVE
WHATEVER YOU HAVE. The “probabilities” are there
before you, as you might perceive them according to self. The
possibilities are there also but few will see them.
Let me hurt your feelings a bit more, chelas. When the
Government is in collapse, and you live on Welfare or Social
Security—WHO WILL PAY YOU and how, when, where,
with what and WHY??
Is a Wall Street piddle in the puddle the real problem
here? So be it! And I would guess that pretty soon it will be
obvious that our own relatively close observers will find that
they crucified THE WRONG PEOPLE! AND NO, THEY
DO NOT WANT YOU BACK ON THEIR BACKS, NECKS
OR WAGON IF YOU ARE AMONG THOSE OF THE
ENEMIES’ ENCAMPMENT.
I want you to individually think very, very carefully about
what happens in a collapse of a nation or economy—especially
worldwide. When the Big Corporations fail, everything else
fails. It does not matter whether the cause is intentional or
accidental. NOTHING IS ACCIDENTAL! If a corporation
is assumed or presumed to have collapsed—oops, it is closed
down and bankrupted. This shuts down all labor, all products
from that corporation, all tax possibilities from the now nonworkers, all welfare—because there is NO MONEY—and
what you have here is the possibility of a collapse of the
Federal Reserve System, and THUS, THE TREASURY OF
THE UNITED STATES!
So, wouldn’t that also render “our product” worthless?
NO, it a thousand times over enhances it, for even if the gold
is not available, it is BASED ON GOLD and, therefore,
becomes the commodity it represents. It simply means that the
“system” must declare a value on the circulating FRN “notes”
against the value placed on the asset itself. Each country that
fails to do as Malaysia did in the prior debacle will be caught
in the wringer.
What might be happening? One thing is for sure and that
is that through the chaos, there will be a miserable tightening
of funding to countries, probably a global CALL on loans
(debts) and—to satisfy with what can be gleaned, as in a
“bankruptcy” circumstance—the collateral held against those
IMF-WB loans will be SEIZED. So, Pops, there goes the
savings account. Those IMF “things” are NOT “grants”, dear
ones—they are loans with incredible levels of interest due and
owing and it is compounding as you breathe.
What then happens? Ultimately, as planned, those who
have sponsored the IMF in the first place will grab all that nice
collateral—country, slaves, assets and all!

And NO, I am NOT going to “share and tell”. I have told
you how it would be, step by step for fourteen years through
this resource alone—and you simply chose to beat my people
to death.
You will now experience the program as YOU have
brought it to be and you can all sit in your Powwow circles
counting one another’s toes. If you are wondering about
Ekkers in all this, please note: YOU WHO CLAIMED TO
BE FRIENDS AND COWORKERS HAVE STOLEN,
TAKEN, LIED ABOUT AND THIEVED EVERYTHING
YOU COULD GRAB AND STASH. GOOD FOR YOU,
FOR WHAT YOU HAVE ACTUALLY ACCOMPLISHED
IS THE BRINGING OF EKKERS TO “NOTHING” AND,
IN ITS OWN WAY: THAT IS FREEDOM. IF THERE IS
NOTHING TO LOSE, CHELAS, THEN YOU CAN’T LOSE
MUCH, CAN YOU?
AND LANDLORDS? IN A DEPRESSION, NOTHING
IS WORTH MUCH OF ANYTHING AND AT THE LEAST,
EKKERS HAVE HOPE AND PROMISE OF SOMETHING
IN SPITE OF WHAT HAPPENS. OR, THEY CERTAINLY
DON’T GIVE A HOOT ABOUT WHAT HAPPENS TO
THOSE WHO HAVE BASHED, TRASHED OR BLAMED
THEM. WHEN THE BLOOD IS GONE, THE PARASITES
MOVE AWAY—AND IN SOME WAY EVEN THAT
REPRESENTS FREEDOM.
“Tainted, from the Dark Side?” You are going to be
experiencing from here on in to massive change—the Dark
Side—and you are going to find your Lighted Hope was
RIGHT HERE and you blew out your little candle. We will
be fine. Will you?
I suggest you pay attention, for there are several things
you can begin to expect as the calls on nations and loans come
to pass and one of them is, as once before in the 1930s, a
confiscation and call-in of ALL GOLD—as the Government,
through force, calls it in. So, much-unencumbered gold
stashes are going to probably be snatched and it will likely be
as with the IMF gold buying rate—at about $39/oz. Never
mind what the market rate might be. But for a little while gold
will hold and increase in value. It will probably take longer
for the dollar itself to totally devalue—or—it could be instantly
done. I would not, however, really expect that, as in
“tomorrow”, because that would ensure the value of Euros.
Since gold is countercyclical to stocks, now is a good time
to consider some alternatives—for the world’s only REAL
form of money is gold. Drugs and arms have become the
standard of exchange but both are poor supports when an
economy is bankrupt.
Dharma, this is a very good day to offer Erick’s writing
called “The Wave Behind RAM?” [RAM: Reformed ArmedForces Movement]
[QUOTING:]
THE WAVE BEHIND RAM?
By Erick San Juan
“A state which, sooner or later, fails to base its legitimacy
on the defense of the nation, is condemned to disappear,” said
General Charles de Gaulle before he assumed the Presidency
of France. This warning was probably on the mind of Gen.
Rodolfo Canieso, the Government’s intelligence chief, when
sometime in December 1989 he publicly came out with an
estimate showing that if a military outbreak were staged at that
time, about 70% of the military would remain neutral.
As we have seen, Canieso’s accurate assessment cost him
his job, despite the fact that his findings were supported by
Gen. Jose Almonte. “Having fired at their fellow soldiers, they
are now asking themselves whether this Government (of Cory
Aquino) has established institutions worth fighting and even
dying for” (TIME, 2/12/90).
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But Army General Rodolfo Biazon, Aquino’s commander
of the National Capital Region, felt otherwise. He blamed the
Marcos loyalists, headed by retired Gen. Jose Ma. Zumel, who
were “awash with cash”, as the people responsible for igniting
the December 1989 RAM uprising. Biazon insisted before
members of a House committee tasked to investigate the
military mutiny that he knew of one general who had received
$47,000 for joining the coup. “Without such funds, the
uprising would not have taken place,” Biazon insisted.
A foreign diplomat interviewed by TIME correspondent
Jay Branegan agreed with Biazon. “The other problems
weren’t acute enough to spark a coup attempt by themselves.
It took the outside funding element to make it happen.”
But some of RAM’s officers were already aware of what
was going on around them. A close former CIA operative had
already spilled the beans to one of Johnny Ponce-Enrile’s close
confidants of the real mission why Washington D.C. approved
of RAM’s covert formation against the Marcos authoritarian
Government, handing over a copy of THE TRILATERALS’
DEINDUSTRIALIZATION PLOT, written by C.B. Baker for
NEWSWATCH, a U.S.-based magazine.
In the August 1987 issue of NEWSWATCH, Baker
exposed the following: “Representatives from Indonesia and
the Philippines went to Jonathan May and stated that
representatives from Chase Manhattan Bank and other banks
said they would ‘forgive’ the loans and interest, if they would:
(1) Eliminate their national currency, (2) Dollar-denominate
their new money system, (3) Use a debit-card system instead
of a currency system, and (4) Give the international bankers
‘perpetual’ rights over all their natural resources. Ferdinand
Marcos of the Philippines refused to accept and was deposed
shortly thereafter.”
It is no longer a secret that several Third World countries
have already signed agreements with the international bankers
giving the latter ‘perpetual’ rights over their natural resources.
These countries, like Brazil and Argentina, have already
announced that they will not be able to settle their debts.
Why? Because they have already surrendered their natural
resources to the world financial oligarchy and accepted the
numbering system.
What does all this imply? Here’s what C.B. Baker wrote:
“When enough Third world countries have signed over their
natural resources... they will announce forfeiture of payment.
This will cause worldwide collapse of the money system. At
this juncture, it will be announced that the Arabs are broke.
Chaos will erupt in the Middle East. The sheiks will flee with
their stocks and dump them onto the New York Stock
Exchange to recover money they have invested.”
But there’s more, much more.
“Lying and swearing are great American traditions,” says
Max Soliven, the influential publisher of the PHILIPPINE
STAR. And no one from RAM will dispute this assertion,
especially now that the U.S. Government no longer thinks
highly of the reformist movement.
After outliving their usefulness, the RAM boys, America’s
once-upon-a-time “toy soldiers”, have become dangerous
“terrorists” at par with the likes of Bin Laden’s men.
Soliven is correct in his assertion. A century has already
passed and Washington, D.C. still has not changed its
impression of the Philippine Army. Our troops are just a
bunch of brigands, just like Aquinaldo’s ragtag revolutionary
forces.
There is a plot to dismantle the Armed Forces of the
Philippines. This became evident with the fall of
[”strongman”] President Ferdinand Marcos, who organized a
strong military to support his nationalist dictatorship. Just like
in the predominantly Catholic countries of Ibero-America, the
dismantling is being conducted by “international interests:
which promote ‘financial speculation’ under the rubric of
‘globalization’”.
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The role given to RAM is similar to that assigned to
the Argentine Army in 1976. In his open letter to Lt. Gen.
Martin Antonio Balza, Chief of Staff of the Argentine
Army, imprisoned former Col. Mohamed Ali Seineldin
blamed “Project Democracy” launched by Dr. Henry
Kissinger and controversial Col. Oliver North as “one of the
points of departure for the dismantling of the continent’s
Armed Forces”. In his assessment, the project’s ultimate
goal was to remove the Armed Forces of the Third World
from any central role in national decision-making, and to
thus “subordinate them to transnational forces”.
Proponents of the clandestine project know that the
Armed Forces are natural symbols of the self-determination
of nations. A plot, therefore, needed to be hatched in order
to dismantle those “toy soldiers”.
According to Col. Seineldin, “The trap was to skillfully
use the terms ‘democracy’ and ‘human rights’ to undermine
the military’s prestige, and compromise the institution as
such, because of the mistakes or illegal actions of some of
its members. In this operation, all objectivity was tossed
aside, in measuring the degrees of disintegration and chaos
which threatened society. Even today, we continue to
witness the permanent and calculated attempts to provoke
confrontation between civilians and the military carried out
by various media, to the grave detriment of our national
integration” (EIR, 10/24/97).
The campaign to destroy Ibero-America’s Armed
Forces was denounced with the greatest clarity by Brazilian
General Jones Correa Neto, when he resigned from his
position as Chief of Staff, blaming then President Fernando
Collor de Mello for “launching the plot in the interest of
the most powerful nations” (Ibid., p. 38).
Tasso urged all the well-meaning people in the world
to read Lyndon LaRouche’s The Plot to Annihilate the
Armed Forces and the Nations of Ibero-America, in order
to be forewarned of the dangers of globalism.
In his book, Lyndon LaRouche points to the lunatic
“Third Wave” cult of Alvin Toffler and former U.S. House
Speaker Newt Gingrich as the secret society tasked to
destroy the Third World’s Armed Forces, and allow the
early takeover of the whole planet by a new globalist order,
in which the world’s political affairs and ideas are
controlled by less than five percent of the world’s
population. “That is why the British Commonwealth has
deployed its George Soros and the MST cult into an
attempted early takeover of Brazil and the immediately
adjoining nations of South America,” LaRouche says.
The current propaganda war launched by the media
against the RAM officers implicated in the murder of leftist
labor leader Rolando Olalia shows how well the “Third
Wave” cult has insinuated itself in Philippine society. If
the AFP does not watch out, we shall be in the forefront of
what Col. Seineldin calls the “first world of misery,
unemployment, defenselessness, and with a growing foreign
debt”.
No Armed Forces of a democratic state should allow
themselves to be used as tools of savage capitalism, “whose
tentacles move in the world of usury and financial
speculation”. Unfortunately, even for just a little while, the
RAM Boys allowed themselves to be unwittingly used by
the Anglo-American Establishment. Now they’ve learned
their lesson and it’s not yet too late.
[END OF QUOTING]
By the way: CHRIST WAS SENT FORTH AS A
“MAN” TO SAVE PEOPLE FROM A BELIEF “IN SIN”
INSTEAD OF “FROM SIN”. SIN IS THE FALLING
SHORT OF PERFECTION, OR, BEING IN ERROR.
Salu, GCH
dharma
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We Are The Counter-Weights
To Things Of The Slave-Masters
4/18/00—#1 (13-246)
GOD DOES NOT JUDGE,
SO “FORGIVENESS” IS NOT AMONG THE THINGS
OF GOD’S PERCEPTION
AND ALWAYS REMEMBER:
“CONFUSION” IS THE OPPOSITE OF GOD
Hatonn—FRIENDS, WHEN YOU STOP
TRYING TO DO EVERYTHING “YOUR WAY”
AND TURN INTO DOING THEM “GOD’S
WAY”—YOU HAVE ACHIEVED VICTORY.
WHAT MEANS THE “STOCK MARKET” UPS
AND DOWNS?
I WOULD PREFER TO WASTE NO TIME AT
ALL ON THAT TOPIC BUT I WOULD POINT
OUT A FEW TRICKS OF THE ADVERSARIAL
WORLD CONQUISTADORS.
(1)
CREATE A DIVERSION (FROM
WHATEVER ELSE IS TAKING PLACE).
ACCOMPLISHED!
(2) TEST THE SYSTEM TO SEE IF, IN
FACT, THE NATIONS WILL FOLLOW BLINDLY
ALONG WITH WHATEVER IS BEING PUT
FORTH.
ACCOMPLISHED!
(3) COME BACK EVEN “SEEMINGLY”
MUCH STRONGER SO THE “KINGS” MAKE A
KILLING AND THE CITIZENS TAKE A
BEATING—AGAIN AND AGAIN.
ACCOMPLISHED!
(4) BASICALLY, START FEEDING THIRD
WORLD COUNTRIES TO THE LIONS (OR THE
TIGER, WHICHEVER COMES FIRST).
ACCOMPLISHED!
(5) SHOW EVERYBODY AROUND THAT
CONTROL RESTS IN THE HANDS OF THE
VERY FEW.
ALL BUT GERMANY FELL FOR THE BAIT,
SWITCH AND CAPTURE! COULD GERMANY
BE HAVING AFTERSHOCK SYMPTOMS OF
THE TRICKSTERS?
(6) DO YOUR DIRTY DEEDS IN THE U.S.,
WHERE THE CENTRAL POWER LAYS, AND
DO-IN THE ASIAN SECTOR BECAUSE ITS
TRADING DAY IS A “DAY AHEAD” AND CAN
EASILY BE MANIPULATED AND, IF THE TIME
IS RIGHT, WIPE OUT THE BABIES IN JUST 15
MINUTES.
(7) STOCK MARKETS ARE NOTHING
EXCEPT GIGANTIC GAMBLING CASINOS
WHERE THE “HOUSE” HAS EVERYTHING
TOTALLY CALCULATED, MANIPULATED AND
FIXED.
TRIAL RUN ACCOMPLISHED!
AND YES, I COULD DO VOLUMES ON JUST

ONE TOPIC AFTER ANOTHER IN POINTING
THESE THINGS OUT TO EVERYONE. THAT IS
NEITHER MY WISH NOR MY INTENT.
GOD’S PROMISE IS TO PROVIDE THAT
WHICH WILL BALANCE, PROVIDE SUPPORT
AND BACKUP TO THOSE WISHING TO
RECOVER. WE ARE THE COUNTER-WEIGHTS
AND RESOURCES TO THOSE THINGS OF THE
SLAVE-MASTERS.
(8) WHAT JUST HAPPENED CAUSES A
SHIFT BACK INTO THE ALREADY GIGANTIC
MANIPULATORS’ POCKETS WHILE DUMPING
THE LITTLE GUYS, THUS PRONOUNCING
DEATH TO MOST OF THE SMALLER
COMPETITORS.
ACCOMPLISHED!
(9) LIKE LOSING WEIGHT TO ONLY GAIN
BACK MORE, THE SLAVE-MASTERS WILL
SUCK YOU BACK IN AND YOU WILL FINALLY
LOSE EVERYTHING—EXCEPT THE WEIGHT.
EVENTUALLY, YOU CERTAINLY WILL,
HOWEVER, LOSE THE WEIGHT BECAUSE, AS
PLANNED, YOU WON’T BE ABLE TO AFFORD
FOOD—AND WHO WILL BE GROWING THE
FOOD? AFTER ALL, THE GROWERS ARE
TAKING THE WORST HIT AND THAT MEANS
YOU CAN THEN BE BUMPED OFF AT THE
MOST CONVENIENT TIME FOR THE MASTERS
AND YOUR LEAST ABLE TIME TO EVEN
HAVE RESERVES.
ACCOMPLISHED!
AND
MORE
IMPORTANTLY THEY KNOW YOU WHO HAVE
JUST POSSIBLY ESCAPED THE SLAUGHTER IN
THE SLAUGHTERHOUSE—WILL TURN
AROUND AND WILLINGLY MARCH RIGHT
BACK INTO IT AND WAIT YOUR TURN. THIS,
WHILE PUTTING “DOWN” THE ONES WHO
ACTUALLY WARNED THEM TO BEWARE.
THEY WILL ACTUALLY DEMAND POLICE
PROTECTION TO ALLOW THEM TO MAINTAIN
THEIR PLACE IN LINE FOR THE CHOPPER.
IN
ONE
WEEKEND,
THE
ELITE
BANKSTERS/POWER-MASTERS LEARNED
EVERYTHING THEY NEEDED TO KNOW
(THEY THINK) AND SET THE STAGE TO DO
ANYTHING THEY CHOOSE WITH SUCH AS
THE IMF/WB FIASCO.
HOW DO WE FEEL ABOUT IT ALL?
WONDERFUL, FOR WHEN YOU HAVE THE
“BIG GUYS” RUNNING A TEST LIKE THEY
JUST CONCLUDED FOR THE WEEKEND, IT
GIVES US THE INFORMATION WE MUST ALSO
HAVE TO BETTER SEE WHERE, HOW, WHAT,
WHEN AND WHY WE CAN BETTER
FUNCTION.
IT IS NOW OBVIOUSLY APPARENT THAT
HAD, AS SUGGESTED, THE PHILIPPINE STOCK
MARKET SIMPLY TAKEN A MONDAY
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HOLIDAY, THERE WOULD HAVE BEEN NO
LOSS AT ALL ON THAT BOURSE.
THE DESTRUCTION OF SOUTHEAST ASIA,
READERS, IS UNDER WAY, AND IT IS AT THE
HANDS OF THE SAME PLAYERS AS ALWAYS.
CAN IT BE STOPPED?
YES, WHEN
ENOUGH PEOPLE WANT TO STOP IT!
MOREOVER, IT WILL, IF AT ALL, BE STOPPED
THROUGH GROWTH AND FUNDAMENTAL
MORALITY.
WHEN YOU GET TIRED OF BEING THE
BOUNCING PUPPET WITH WOODEN FEET
DANGLING IN THE FIRE, PERHAPS YOU WILL
CUT THE STRINGS AND RUN FOR THE
NEAREST WATER TO PUT OUT THE FIRE! (???)
WHY IS THIS CONSIDERED A NEGATIVE
PROBLEM?
BECAUSE IF THE HUMANIST PRETENDERS
TO THE CONTROL OF THE WORLD MAKE
THEIR GAME A REALITY, YOU CAN EXPECT
THE EXPLOITATION TO CONTINUE UNTIL
ALL ARE DEAD IN THE PHYSICAL
PRESENTATION, ALONG WITH THE PLANET
(EARTH) ITSELF. WHEN LIFE CANNOT
LONGER BE SUSTAINED, EVEN THE PLANET
ITSELF HAS TO “BE PUT OUT TO PASTURE”
OR SENT TO THE GLUE FACTORY.
IT IS YOUR VISUAL DEMONSTRATION (IN
YOUR FACE) TO SHOW YOU THAT MAN, AS
ADVERSARY TO HIMSELF AND IN SERVICE
TO THE OPPOSITION TO GOD CREATOR, CAN
ONLY DAMAGE AND DESTROY WHAT
EXISTS—ONLY GOD, ET AL., ARE GIVEN THE
ONE GREATEST GIFT OF ALL THINGS: THE
ABILITY TO CREATE! AND, WHEN YOU TURN
UNTO CREATING IN POSITIVE WAYS THAT
WHICH CAUSES GOD’S ALREADY MANIFEST
CREATIONS TO FLOURISH, YOU SHALL
FLOURISH.
THIS CANNOT TAKE PLACE IN THE HALLS
OF “DOCTRINES” OF “CHURCHES” OR HUMAN
MANIFEST
CULTS
BECAUSE
THE
DETERMINATION OF INSTRUCTIONS RESTS
WITH MAN, WHO HAS PROVEN OVER AND
OVER AND OVER AGAIN THAT HE WILL AND
DOES DESTROY THE VERY THINGS HE
CLAIMS TO “SAVE”.
YOU ENSLAVE YOURSELVES, SO BLAME
NO OTHER!
I WOULD POINT OUT SOMETHING WHICH
ELUDES MOST PEOPLE IN THEIR NARROW
WORLDS OF “GET”. LET US CONSIDER WOOD
PRODUCTS, AS JUST ONE EXAMPLE. SO, YOU
LEARN THAT WOOD IS GOOD FOR HOUSING,
PAPER, MAKING BOXES AND TOOTHPICKS,
YEA, EVEN AS A FOOD RESOURCE. SO YOU
GO FORTH AND CUT DOWN ALL THE TREES.
YOU HAVE NOW DESTROYED THE ONLY
RESOURCE ON LAND FOR PRODUCING THE
VERY OXYGEN YOU MUST HAVE TO
SURVIVE. WORSE, YOU HAVE IN YOUR
IDIOCY DESTROYED YOUR ECOSYSTEM AND
ALTERED WEATHER PATTERNS, WHICH CAN
IN TURN DESTROY THE REST OF YOUR
ENVIRONMENT.
IF YOU JUST PLANNED FOR RENEWAL
AND ACTED ON THAT PLAN, YOU COULD

LITERALLY BRING (CREATE) THAT WHICH
SERVES
“BETTER”
THAN
RANDOM
SELECTION. YOU CAN PLANT RENEWABLE
TREES OR PLANTS FOR FIBERS WHICH MAKE
FAR BETTER PAPER, AND YOU CAN BLEND
THESE WITH OTHER PRODUCTS WHICH
PROVIDE FAR BETTER BUILDING MATERIALS.
BUT WHAT DO YOU DO? YOU TURN TO
THE VERY THINGS WHICH DESTROY, IN
YOUR GRASP FOR THAT BRASS RING. YOU
WILL HOP ON THE MOST DESTRUCTIVE
THING TO MAN RIGHT NOW, THE HIGH-YIELD
PROGRAMS THAT TAKE WITHOUT RECOURSE
OR RETURN. YOU WANT SOMETHING AND A
LOT MORE—FOR NOTHING. IT WILL NEVER
WORK WELL BUT YOU WILL BE SO
DAMAGED IN LEARNING THAT LESSON AS
TO STAGGER THE LOGICAL THINKING MAN’S
MIND.
IF WE MIGHT LEAVE THOSE TOPICS FOR
NOW, I WOULD LIKE TO MOVE ON THROUGH
PRESENTING SOME OF THE MORE
PERTINENT
INFORMATION
FOR
RECOGNITION OF THE CART FROM THE
HORSE. AS PICTURES BEGIN TO TAKE PLACE
FROM THE MYRIADS OF PIECES, YOU CAN
AT SOME POINT SEE EXACTLY WHAT IS
TAKING PLACE AND WHO IS PAINTING YOUR
PICTURE FOR YOU.
THEREFORE, IS IT MY INTENTION TO
TREAT YOU LIKE CHILDREN WITH A BLANK
PAGE ON WHICH TO SPLATTER YOUR
COLORS INTO A BLOB AND CALL IT ART?
NO. WE DO NOT LIKE TO DEAL WITH
IGNORANT CHILDREN AND CERTAINLY
ABHOR THE PROBLEM OF “CHILDISH”
PEOPLE IN DENIAL AND SELF-INFLICTED
CONFUSION.
MY RECOGNITION DEMANDS THAT
INSIDE EVERY CONFUSED AND IGNORANT
CHILD IS AN ADULT SCREAMING TO GET
OUT!
SO, WHILE WE ARE FOCUSED ON, FOR
INSTANCE, THE PHILIPPINES, WE ARE GOING
TO USE AS EXAMPLES EVENTS WHICH ARE
UNFOLDING IN THAT AREA OF INTRIGUE.
AND, SINCE WE HAVE CONNECTIONS WITH
WRITERS AND INFORMATION AS TO
DOCUMENTED FACTS, ETC., WE WILL MOVE
ON THROUGH A FEW MORE OF SAN JUAN’S
ARTICLES.
[QUOTING:]
COALITION OR COLLISION
By Erick San Juan
IN THE ANATOMY OF REVOLUTION, CRANE
BURTON TELLS US THAT REVOLUTIONARIES
TEND TO BE THOSE “WHO FIND AN
INTOLERABLE GAP BETWEEN WHAT THEY
HAVE COME TO WANT (THEIR NEEDS) AND
WHAT THEY ACTUALLY GET”. THIS DEADLY
SIN OF COVETOUSNESS IS WHAT HOUNDED
PRESIDENT
CORY
AQUINO’S
ADMINISTRATION FROM THE BEGINNING.
ALL OF A SUDDEN, LIBERATORS BEGAN TO
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ACT LIKE CONQUERORS. THE SPOILS WERE
DIVIDED AMONG THEM AND THE POLITICAL
COALITIONS ENDED UP IN COLLISION.
AFTER ONLY A FEW MONTHS OF
ABSOLUTE POWER, THE NEW RAINBOWCOLORED
REGIME
FOUND
ITSELF
STRUGGLING IN THE MIDST OF A
TURBULENT POLITICAL CLIMATE. DARK
CLOUDS OF DOUBT AND DISAPPOINTMENT
WERE DESCENDING, AND NO SOCIAL OR
ECONOMIC SHELTER COULD BE FOUND.
THERE WERE TALKS OF A LOYALIST
COUNTER-REVOLUTION AND ALSO OF A
MILITARY COUP. THANKS TO THE CATQUICK REFLEXES OF CONSPIRATORIAL
GROUPS AND THEIR PAID HACKS, CORY’S
GOVERNMENT GOT WIND OF CERTAIN
SECRET PLANS OF THE POLITICAL
OPPOSITION AND THWARTED THEM BEFORE
THEY COULD INFLICT DAMAGE.
THE FIRST ANTI-CORY OUTBREAK TO BE
QUELLED WAS A LOYALIST ATTEMPT AT
THE MANILA HOTEL. WHAT BEGAN AS A
SERIOUS ENDEAVOR TO BRING BACK THE
OLD GLORY OF THE MARCOS ERA ENDED IN
TRAGIC COMEDY, AS A GREAT NUMBER OF
LOYALIST LEADERS SOLD OUT TO THE
CORYISTAS EVEN BEFORE THE UPRISING
COULD GET OFF THE GROUND.
HOWEVER, SOMETHING MUCH MORE
SERIOUS
WAS
QUIETLY
BREWING
ELSEWHERE. IRKED BY AQUINO’S “SOFT
APPROACH” TOWARD THE INSURGENCY
PROBLEM, DEFENSE MINISTER JUAN PONCE
ENRILE BEGAN TO CRITICIZE GOVERNMENT
INACTION. IN NO TIME AT ALL, ENRILE
BECAME THE MOST OUTSPOKEN CRITIC OF
THE GOVERNMENT. IT WAS AT THIS TIME
WHEN ENRILE BEGAN MEETING WITH HIS
ALLIES AND FRIENDS IN THE AFP, A FACT
LATER ON REVEALED BY A GENERAL OF A
MAJOR SERVICE COMMAND TO THE DAVIDE
COMMISSION.
ACCORDING TO THIS GENERAL,
SOMETIME AROUND THE MIDDLE OF
OCTOBER 1986, ENRILE, WHO HAD JUST
COME FROM CEBU, INVITED HIM FOR A
MEETING, WHICH WAS HELD A WEEK LATER.
AFTER BEING ESCORTED TO THE DEFENSE
MINISTRY’S RECEPTION HALL BY “RAM”
(Reform Armed Forces Movement) COL. TITO
LEGASPI, THE GENERAL WAS GIVEN A 10MINUTE BRIEFING BY ENRILE. AFTER
INFORMING THE GENERAL THAT THE
GOVERNMENT WAS IN BAD SHAPE, ENRILE
ALLEGEDLY TOLD HIM: “IT’S ABOUT TIME
THAT WE TAKE BACK THE AUTHORITY WE
GAVE THEM.”
THE GENERAL IMMEDIATELY INFORMED
AFP CHIEF OF STAFF GEN. FIDEL RAMOS OF
THE COUP PLAN HATCHED BY THE ENRILE
CAMP. IT WAS A REHASH OF THE ORIGINAL
PLAN AGAINST MARCOS IN FEBRUARY: SEND
A COMMANDO TEAM TO RAID THE
PRESIDENTIAL PALACE, CAPTURE MRS.
AQUINO AND PRESSURE HER TO ACT AS A
MERE FIGUREHEAD.
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THE COUP PLAN, CODE-NAMED “GOD
SAVE THE QUEEN”, [H: CUTE!] WAS
SUPPOSED
TO
INVOLVE
ALSO
A
CONTINGENT OF MARINES AUGMENTED BY
ELEMENTS OF THE ARMY’S 1 ST LIGHT
ARMOR BRIGADE.
“IT WAS THE FIRST SERIOUS CHALLENGE
TO THE CIVIL GOVERNMENT INSTALLED AT
CLUB FILIPINO ON 25 FEBRUARY, 1986,”
WRITES PAULYNN SICAM OF THE
CHRONICLE, “AS SUCH, IT ESTABLISHED THE
PATTERN THAT WAS TO BE REPEATED IN
SUBSEQUENT COUPS—THAT DESPITE THE
FACTIONAL FISSURES THAT TORE THE
ARMED FORCES OF THE PHILIPPINES APART,
IT OPTED TO INSTITUTIONALLY SUPPORT
THE PRINCIPLE THAT THE CONSTITUTIONAL
SYSTEM SHOULD PREVAIL” (10/7/90).
THE TRUTH IS, SOMEONE TIPPED OFF BIG
BROTHER ABOUT ENRILE’S PLAN AND THE
REST OF THE MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT
WERE ORDERED TO SUPPORT THE PUPPET
GOVERNMENT OF CORAZON AQUINO. ON
THE FIRST WEEK IN NOVEMBER 1986, U.S.
CONGRESSMAN
STEPHEN
SOLARZ
SUDDENLY VISITED MANILA. THE REASON
FOR HIS PRESENCE IS OBVIOUS. HE WAS
SENT
BY
THE
HIDDEN
HANDS.
COMMENTING ON THE CABINET BICKERING,
THE NEW YORK SOLON TOLD THE PRESS
THAT IT WOULD BE BETTER FOR THE
PRESIDENT TO FIRE ENRILE FROM HIS POST
AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.
SOLARZ, WHO SPEARHEADED THE
COMMITTEE OF 300’S CRUSADE AGAINST
THE NATIONALIST MARCOS FROM HIS POST
AS CHAIRMAN OF THE HOUSE FOREIGN
RELATIONS SUB-COMMITTEE ON ASIA AND
THE PACIFIC, FREQUENTLY VISITED THE
PHILIPPINES—BUT
IN
DIFFERENT
CAPACITIES. THERE WERE TIMES WHEN HE
WOULD [FLY] IN, NOT AS AN AMERICAN
LAWMAKER BUT AS “THE FRONT MAN FOR
THE SYRIAN-JEWISH COMMUNITY OF NEW
YORK, WITH WHICH JACK NASSER, OWNER
OF ONE OF THE LARGEST TEXTILE FIRMS IN
THE
PHILIPPINES,
THE
BERNSTEIN
BROTHERS, AND FORMER AMEXCO
CHAIRMAN EDMOND SAFRA ARE ALL
CLOSELY TIED” (EIR, Al Douglas, July 1986).
From the foregoing, one can see that Defense
Minister Juan Ponce Enrile was, by no stretch of the
imagination, an enemy of the Republic of the
Philippines. Then who is [the enemy]?
“THE ENEMY IS CLEARLY IDENTIFIABLE
AS THE COMMITTEE OF 300, THE CLUB OF
ROME, NATO AND ALL OF ITS AFFILIATED
ORGANIZATIONS, THE THINK TANKS AND
RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS CONTROLLED BY
TAVISTOCK,” says Dr. Coleman, “this is the power
that brought to life the reign of terror in Russia, the
Bolshevik Revolution, World Wars I and II, Korea,
Vietnam, the fall of Rhodesia (Zimbabwe), South
Africa, Nicaragua and the Philippines” (Conspirators’
Hierarchy: The Committee of 300, p. 81).
Coleman’s findings are supported by Al Douglas
of the Executive Intelligence Review (EIR), the

official publication of the LaRouche Movement. In
his July 1986 article entitled “Dope Inc.’s Bid to
Wreck the Philippines”, Douglas reveals the
following:
“The January-February 1986 issue of the
newsletter of the Georgetown Center for Strategic
Studies [CSS] reported in detail on the October 1985
two-day ‘simulation’ of the overthrow of Ferdinand
Marcos and takeover of the Philippines by the New
People’s Army (see EIR, Nov. 8, 1985). A box on
the same page drew attention to the fact that much of
the CSS’s Asian work is made possible by milliondollar grants from the C.V. Starr Foundation of New
York. Just what is this Foundation and why is it so
interested in the Philippines?
“CSS further reported, regarding the chief
executive of the $13 billion Starr insurance empire,
Maurice R. ‘Hank’ Greenberg, that ‘this global
political economic expertise, especially with regard to
the East Asian region, has been an important
intellectual asset to CSIS,’ and that Greenberg was a
key figure on the CSS Board of Councilors, which is
CHAIRED BY HENRY KISSINGER. CSS
FUNCTIONS AS A SEMI-OFFICIAL BACK
CHANNEL TO THE SOVIET UNION FOR THE
U.S. STATE DEPARTMENT.
“Maurice Greenberg, as CSS noted, is an
influential man, through the weight of his Asiancentered multibillion-dollar insurance empire, his own
personal fortune estimated at $250-500 million, as
well as the company he keeps. He is an adviser to
CIA chief William Casey and was in excellent
position to help Casey, his reputed business partner,
run the destabilization and final overthrow of
Marcos.”
Douglas identifies Greenberg’s deep penetration
agents (DPAs) in the Marcos Government, namely:
(1) Finance Minister Roberto Ongpin; (2) Central
Bank head Jose “Jobo” Fernandez; (3) Development
Bank of the Philippines head Cesar Zalamea; and (4)
former Finance Minister Cesar Virata, a proponent of
the International Monetary Fund (IMF).
“Where Greenberg leads, Ongpin, Zalamea,
Fernandez and Virata will be right behind,” adds
Douglas.
In the Philippines, Greenberg operates in
cooperation with another network centered on the
grouping around Jack Nasser, Solarz’s secret
employer. Nasser’s cousin, Nessim Gaon, is
reportedly the business partner of Tel Aviv-based
gunrunner Shaul Eisenberg, a.k.a. the “Armand
Hammer of China”, who spends seven months out of
the year in Beijing. THE SYRIAN-JEWISH
NETWORKS, ACCORDING TO DOUGLAS, ARE
DESCENDED FROM THE OPIUM AND
PRECIOUS-METALS SMUGGLING NETWORKS
OPERATING FOR CENTURIES THROUGHOUT
THE LEVANT, BY THE CORRUPT OLD
FAMILIES OF VENICE.
GREENBERG’S C.V. STARR CO. OWNS
PHILIPPINE-AMERICAN LIFE INSURANCE,
WHICH UNDERWRITES ALL THE BANKS IN
THE COUNTRY. THIS, ALONE, IS ENOUGH TO
DISSUADE ANY POLITICAL GROUP FROM
DESTABILIZING ANY PRESIDENT SPONSORED
BY THE COMMITTEE OF 300.
Enrile’s planned mutiny, which was set on the
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midnight of Nov. 11, 1986 never happened. And to
this day, he blames the Americans for it. “The civil
authorities had very little idea of what was going on
at Camp Aquinaldo,” Paulynn Sicam recalls, “The
fate of the civil government was decided in the
conflict between the Defense Department, which was
transformed into a garrison by Enrile’s security chief,
Col. Gregorio Honasan, and AFP headquarters, where
General Ramos and his allies fortified themselves.”
In the end, it was the officers’ headcount that decided
the phantom battle. Ramos secured the loyalty of key
service commanders for the constitutional system.
For this, Ramos was awarded the presidency after
Cory. The conspiracy theorists believe it.
Meanwhile, Enrile lost his defense post. But the
RAM Boys lived to fight another day.
[END OF QUOTING]
As you acquire more and more truth in
information, may you also acquire more and more
realization as to your pathway, for it is the mind that
is the most important factor—for it will always find
a way to create a “way” to accomplish what your
thoughts express by your desire.
My rather blunt question to you who bitch, moan
and complain about our way being a bit treacherous:
DID YOU REALLY EXPECT TO SERVE GOD, IN
A WORLD THAT IS TOTALLY USURPED BY
SATANIC POWER, AND NOT HAVE ANY
INTERFERENCE IN YOUR LIFE?
And I would again leave you with this reminder:
If you hope for more, CREATE more! Do not wait
for better times. Do what you can NOW with what
you NOW HAVE.
Salu and good morning. GCH
dharma

OPPORTUNITY TO PARTICIPATE
There are many ways in which one can
participate in the glorious unfolding of this
once-in-many-eras opportunity to change
around this planet. While some of us have the
honor of participating directly, involved in it as
we are with our day-to-day work, you, the
reader of this newspaper, can join with the
Mission in other ways: through your financial
support of this effort and through your positive
thoughts.
Know that it is YOU who sustain the
Mission by all that you think and do. YOU are
“the wind beneath our wings”.
Financial contributions will, as always, be
treated as loans, with the promise of full return
to the lenders.
Positive thoughts are promised an even
greater return. So, if you thought this message
wasn’t for you, simply because you cannot
afford a monetary contribution — THINK
AGAIN!

CREATE A Better World!
Please call (800) 800-5565
or (661) 822-0601
for further information.
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LIES Won’t Deter
Fertile Global Projects
4/15/00—#1 (13-243)
FORGIVE AND FORGET?
Hatonn—To forget is to bear certainty of repeating
the errors. Forgiveness is not a good word in the
English language. So, let us take time here to consider
what is actually meant by the old saw: “Forgive and
Forget”.
“Forgive me, Father, for I have sinned,” is a good
place to start. At best, this confession simply says:
“Father (whoever that might be), I have erred and grant
me opportunity to do better...”. “Forget” indicates that
we will now bury the experience, good or bad. And
that one, “Think only on good things...”? Well, you
learn best from gross errors right down to tiny ones, so
who do you think might be urging you to think only on
the “goodly” things of, say, a relationship in which evil
deeds and thoughts have prevailed? It is NOW TIME
you all, ALL, started thinking on those negative things
you do, for you are about to bury the world—and you
act as if the lie is truth and forgetting about it is THE
answer, not the correction of the errors.
If you “forgive a debt”, what means that? Well,
literally, it simply means “the debt no longer ‘is’” and
“I forgive the repayment of your debt of money you
might owe to me....” This is the usual expectation
when agreements are broken but I ask YOU: If you
owe or are owed a debt of something from someone,
etc., have “I” the right to forgive it—FOR YOU? As
in “Oh, well...?” And take, clearly, note:
Esu is told (300 years after the deed) to have said:
“Father, forgive them, for they know not what they do.”
Oh? Who is “they” and are “they” still lurking around
in the banks, at the farm, around the house, in the
bedroom—where? WHERE AND WHO ARE THESE
“THEM”?
If, indeed, it was “Jesus” and it was some 2000
years (yarns) past, the yarn has really “gone a long
way, baby”. And, I most certainly can assure that the
man being nailed to planks on Golgotha hillock was not
in a mood to consider “forgiving” those with the
hammer and shackles. IF he said “Father, forgive them,
for they know not what they do!”, he was asking “THE
FATHER” “who art in heaven...” to do the forgiving,
just as he asked that same Father to “take this cup from
me...”.
FORGIVENESS has nothing to do with evil! Evil
“is” and it exists—and you are to “take a stand” against
evil where it is encountered.
God allows and even “that” is not “forgiveness”.
Forgiveness is a term created by miscreants to get their
dirty deeds absolved without any responsibility—save a
few “Hail Mary, full of Grace”. Mary, full of grace?
How filled with “grace” do you think you would be if
you were mother or father to a young man being hanged
on a cross to die for the scum who decided to have a
“good hanging day”?
And, I am asked by some Filipinos about the

hanging. It is a grand TRADITION for people to
reenact, literally, the nail driving, the side pricking and
the standing of the crosses, with “actors” on them, each
annual CELEBRATION of this gross event, which falls
on one of the most deadly of the Satanic holidays.
Well, I always like to note that a bunch of P-------murdered TRUTH, no more and no less, for at least
2000 years to come. And resurrection? Well, since a
soul CANNOT die in the first place, you do not have
resurrection, for nothing ever died. So, I ask you:
WHEN DID YOU EVER—EVER—SIT AND
CONSIDER THE IDIOCY OF SUCH FABLES?
God said, it is said, “Thou shall not kill.” So, what
do you do? You kill from the conception of a baby in
a womb to the elderly or those who try to protect their
property or the opposite and call it self-defense which
is also called “murder”, either way. So, does a killer
deserve, also, death? Perhaps, that is not my decision,
is it? But what YOU do is very personally YOUR
responsibility, and there is no man to come and take
that responsibility FROM YOU to make you
comfortable in the LIE.
You are told to “honor and love your neighbor as
self”, and you deliberately envy, steal, rape and pillage
your neighbor. Do you actually think another man can
“forgive you”? Say, one who never even met you? Are
you crazy, or are the gods crazy?
God tells you not to steal! And, you go forth and
even in the VERY NAME OF GOD, you all steal—
from the pulpits of the churches, so-called ‘of God’, to
conjuring elaborate con scams at the expense of
another, to doing a better and bigger job of stealing, OR
COVERING YOUR ASS-ETTS AFTER YOU HAVE
DONE THE DIRTY, NASTY DEEDS. Then you take
up your pious face and deny truth, while turning on
your victim with blame and false accusings. Why, in
the name of Truth and Light, would God or anyone else
turn, twitter, giggle and give you absolution of your
criminal deeds?
You have simply conjured a lie to protect the
transgressions which, after all, are never covered—only
allowed to grow and multiply like rot in a barrel of fruit.
You have to start over, chelas—in TRUTH. And
no, I NOR MINE offer you such stupid and insipid
returns for your transgressions or your misdeeds. GOD
ALLOWS; man must take responsibility.
Now you come to another old “saying”: “If God be
for me, who can stand against me?” Well, just about
EVERYBODY! God allows and YOU IN YOUR
PROCLAIMING THAT GOD IS “WITH YOU”
CUTS NOTHING! GOD IS TRUTH AND,
THEREFORE, THAT WHICH IS OF THE LIE IS
ALLOWED, BUT NOT SANCTIONED AS
GOODNESS. You claim what some indoctrinated
“human being” pronounces as the “way it is”, right
after he just lied for two hours—TO YOU—about just
about everything else in the book. This old saw is
usually used as you march to war to kill your kids in
your sanctimonious BS (bilious stupidity).
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Have I, then, the “right” to interfere or intervene as
demanded, usually by BOTH SIDES of a debate? No,
unless petitioned for GOOD. People wishing and
demanding to remain in slavery are welcome to do
whatever they choose to hasten their own demise but,
when asked to support a GOODLY and RIGHT cause,
God sends the response which allows for that coming
up out of the pits of slavery and INTO FREEDOM—
but you have to do the climbing, as the tools are made
available—BY OTHERS WILLING TO CLIMB OUT
OF THE WALLOW. GOD PROVIDES “THE
WAY”, AS IN AVAILABLE, WORKABLE WAYS
TO ACCOMPLISH ANYTHING THE MIND CAN
CONJURE; HE DOES NOT DO IT FOR YOU AND
HE WILL NOT SANCTION DECEPTION, LIES OR
CHEATING, EVEN IF HE ALLOWS IT UNTIL IT
MAKES ITS CIRCLE BACK INTO AND WITHIN
THE “LIGHT” OF DAY AND DISCLOSURE.
Until YOU get this cleared up, my dears, you are
going to continue to wallow around in the muck and
mire of enslavement quarters as the slave-masters
finally eke out every last drop of your lifeblood.
And, kiddies, when you do something and then come
forth and proclaim in MY NAME that the deed must be
hidden, lest you be discovered and truth made public, I
immediately ask that the messages be run in every possible
public place. IF YOU SPEAK IN MY NAME OR “FOR
ME”, BE READY; I HIDE NOTHING AND THOSE
ARE THE INSTRUCTIONS TO MY TEAM.
A person having not been in touch with Doris for
well over five years suddenly felt compelled to write
FOR ME, USING MY PERSON DIRECTLY, TO
DENOUNCE DHARMA/DORIS ALL THE WAY TO
MANILA. THE MESSAGE WAS SENT VIA, OF
COURSE, THE VERY SPECTRUM CULT
CRIMINALS WHO HAD ALL HAD ACCESS TO
THE WRITING AND POSTED IT ON THE
INTERNET AND BY ELECTRONIC MAIL, AS
WELL AS REFERENCING IT IN SPECTRUM. This
party then panicked in the lie of presentation and
quickly wrote another “personal message” from me,
journalist Hatonn, to NOT PUBLISH the message, for
it was personal to Doris to denounce and pound her
further in the blood-pit. Oh, indeed, this party is in
CONSTANT contact with the “opposition” party.
Now, I ask you? What to do?
Well, the message is a LIE. The resource is not
valid and is, therefore, a lie. The solution as to desire
to STOP our ongoing “mission” would wipe out all we
have built to date toward freedom and TRUTH, and is,
therefore, ill-conceived at best—deliberately evil in
FACT.
Therefore, this having been now posted to the
Internet by our “proclaimed” destroyer enemies:
PRINT THE MESSAGES AND GIVE THE
ROUTINGS OF THE DELIVERY—DORIS WAS
THE “LAST” TO GET THE PERSONAL MESSAGE
TO HER—FROM, TOUTEDLY, ME WHO WORKS
WITH HER A THOUSAND TIMES OR MORE A
DAY. Somehow, after having just this year put
thousands of pages to print and being in constant
presence, I supposedly cannot cause Dharma to hear
me? (???) So, along comes someone who has been lost
to Doris’ recognition for over five years—suddenly
through Doris’ worst enemies, “tricked” into writing this
idiotic nonsense. Well, the kids causing the lies to pour
like honey on the cake onto this person’s ears, directly,
didn’t realize that this person would actually sit and
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write such garbage and uncover them further. So, now
you have a good idea of who might be “them” in the
biblical sense, as you now can see that “them” are “they”
who are against Truth and Lighted realization.
These people demand and plead and pray (they say)
for Dharma to realize the dark energies and turn from
them. Wow and wow, thank you—she did and has—
including all at SPECTRUM AND THE ONES
PASSING SUCH TOTAL GARBAGE AROUND THE
ELECTRONIC TOILET.
Response? Well, Doris just marks off a few more
names from her “try to fix it” list, breathes easier and
drops these parasites from her feed basket, while taking
a stand against the EVIL sent forth in the pious poison
of the silent viper’s spewing.
We have nothing to hide nor shall we protect the
very enemy as “they” (them) spew their venom upon the
lands and into the hearts and minds of fellow tricksters.
Forgiveness? NO, THANK YOU, Doris says, and
reminds you who might read this: “GOD FORGIVES,
FOR I HAVE NO RIGHT EXCEPT TO DO ONE
THING: STAND AGAINST EVIL AND LIES WHERE
I ENCOUNTER THEM WHEN THEY ARE SENT
AGAINST ‘ME’.”
And, “I shall meet my
responsibilities where they ARE and that is just the way
of it.” Forgiveness of EVIL is that tool with which
FOOLS use to lie, cheat and steal. “I may well be
ignorant in many things, but I am neither stupid nor a
fool and I shall always endeavor to seek ways to avoid
the foolish concepts or deceits.”
So, have old E-E’s been destroyed and worn
down to nubbies? Perish the thought; they have
NEVER in history been stronger, more right in
mind, soul and duty—and we thank you, proclaimed
enemies, for in your attempt to destroy, you have
built my foundation upon which man can now have
the wherewithal to break from his bondage. It is a
good day for us of the goodly troops.
People who consort in blind foolishness with evil
liars, cheats, thieves and who commit actual unlawful
(the land’s) acts, are destined to continue in the pit with
them and oh, indeed, you will be used for their purposes,
JUST AS HAS SUZY IN HER INNOCENT
IGNORANCE OF THIS VERY SPAN OF TIME
CALLED A “WEEK”.
Suzy presents—IN MY NAME—lies. Lies? Yes,
indeed, for the FACTS are well known, well
documented, transcribed, recorded in picture form,
written form and witnessed form. So, who, exactly, is
the dupe of dark-side trickery? Isn’t it time you children
stopped the nonsense? For any of you involved NOW
are called, within and under the law: ACCESSORIES.
And, furthermore, anytime you use subterfuge and
secrecy—you can be suspected of somehow presenting
the lie in some shape or form. Our practice NOW—for
the record, as is the purpose of CONTACT—IS TO
PRINT TRUTH, FOR THAT PAPER IS FOR
COMMUNICATIONS AMONG VERY IMPORTANT
PLAYERS IN A GLOBAL INTERCHANGE AND TO
PRESENT WHAT IS, TO ANY INTERESTED
READERS—FRIENDS OR ENEMIES! SO, YES,
INDEED, PRINT THE “SUZY” MATERIAL, AND
NOTE ITS LINE OF DELIVERY! PERHAPS SUZY
WILL LEARN A VALUABLE LESSON ABOUT
PLAYING WITH SERPENTS. IF YOU DON’T
WANT PUBLICITY—DO NOT INVOLVE US IN
YOUR GAMES! “Privacy” and “secrecy to hide” are
not the same thing. “When will you ever learn?” is the
question of all perceptions of time and space.
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STOP THE EKKERS?
Do YOU really want to stop the Ekkers from their
appointed tasks? I mean, “REALLY”? Out of nearly
1300 projects under way, let me speak of just one to
make my point. A major reforestation project planned
and in the conduit for full funding: Neem trees are the
trees of choice—for they are among the very “trees of
life”. Without Ekkers, this project—like the other, over
a thousand projects—will not find life.
Let me just offer a few excerpts from observers of
the tree itself who are totally unconnected to the projects
or the possibilities:
[QUOTING, EXCERPTS FROM AN ARTICLE IN
TODAY’S PHILIPPINE STAR, SAT. 4/15/00, “NEEM
IS THE NAME”:]
[H: And yes, indeed, last year we wrote
abundantly on this very project and product of life.
This notation is for you readers who want truth
instead of gossip and personal “destroy the
messenger” accomplishments.]
NEEM IS THE NAME
Studies have shown that the Neem tree has
significant effects on bacteria that cause meningitis,
cystitis, sore throat, typhoid, blood poisoning and food
poisoning. Neem also has the unique ability of
preventing infection.
The Neem tree is decorative, FAST GROWING,
and makes a nice, quick shade plant. It gives shade,
grows fast and is a mosquito repelling natural plant,
which keeps mosquitoes AWAY in any area where it is
found. [H: Mosquitoes are the carrying culprits of
blood-sport infections.]
The tree (plant) itself is called Azadirachta indica,
and is a tropical evergreen related to the mahogany. In
three years from sapling planting, you have a full-blown
tree—and a natural pesticide.
It is noted that under (in the shade of) a Neem tree,
the temperature is a full 10 degrees less than the natural
air. It grows well in scorching heat of up to 120 degrees
and lives for up to 200-300 years OR LONGER.
Inside the house a growing Neem tree can keep the
surrounding air clean of impurities and control pollution.
It makes an ideal indoor plant because it grows with a
minimum of maintenance. It should be grown in a pot
as large as possible, as its growth is proportionate to the
size of its root system.
The general populations in India, West African and
Southeast Asian countries have used Neem for thousands
of years as a bug repellent and insecticide. It’s safe,
effective and harmless to humans. Researchers have
proven that Neem has the effect on over 200 species of
insects. It does not kill them but alters their behavior
and physiology. In subtle but potent ways, it acts on
their feeding, mating and growth. It was a common
practice in rural places to mix dried Neem leaves with
grains meant for storage to combat pests.
Traditionally, the fresh leaves and twigs were used
on a daily basis as a preventive aid for ailments
including tooth decay, gum disease, malaria, etc.
Hundreds of millions of village people use Neem twigs
and leaves to brush their teeth and keep their gums free
of disease and infection, even though they have access to
modern dental care.
Neem oil is applied externally as an insect repellant
and to the hair, scalp and skin for parasites. After being
slightly warmed, it is also massaged into arthritic joints
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to relieve pain and inflammation. Neem extracts and oils
are used from everything from dry skin to psoriasis with
stunning results.
Modern clinical studies identified compounds in the
tree that help regulate the immune system. These
compounds, especially present in the bark, increase
antibody production.
AS FAR AS AIDS IS CONCERNED, PROPERTIES
OF NEEM APPEAR TO ENHANCE IMMUNE
RESPONSE IN PEOPLE WHO ARE HIV POSITIVE BUT
DO NOT HAVE FULL-BLOWN AIDS. TESTS WHICH
USED NEEM LEAF AND BARK EXTRACTS TO FIND
A CURE FOR AIDS HAVE HAD ENCOURAGING
RESULTS.
NEEM WAS EVEN FOUND BY MODERN
SCIENTISTS TO BE EFFECTIVE IN TREATING
AND PREVENTING DIABETES, ARTHRITIS AND
RHEUMATISM. CANCER PATIENTS CAN ALSO
AVAIL OF THE MIRACLES OF NEEM.
For many CENTURIES, herbalists have successfully
used Neem to reduce tumors by injecting Neem extracts
around them.
It is not possible to write in detail all the conditions
that Neem has been clinically proven to resolve. The
following is a list of the other ailments: heart disease;
blood, digestive, and nervous disorders; sexually
transmitted diseases; birth control (for men and women);
chronic fatigue, tuberculosis, bronchitis, conjunctivitis,
allergies, bad breath, hangover, stress, insomnia, smoking
and on and on….
[END OF QUOTING]
Now, may I just ask you again—without even
mentioning any OTHER project on the table: Do
YOU really want to stop Ekkers? Why? Who just
“might” be working for the “dark side”: those who
quit, ran, deserted and then mounted a direct war
through ACTUAL theft, property seizure, paper
theft, lies and deception to STOP WHAT WE ARE
PRODUCING FOR MANKIND’S USE AND IN
PRODUCING FREEDOM—OR DHARMA?
ONE NEEM TREE WILL PRODUCE MORE
GOOD FOR THE ENVIRONMENT (MOTHER
EARTH) AND MANKIND THAN ALL THE
BLATHER AND PROCLAIMED “LIGHTED”
BROTHERHOOD OF THE MISCREANTS OF YOUR
WORLD. AND THAT IS PURELY AND SIMPLY
THE WAY OF IT. SUZY WOULD BE BETTER
SERVING NEEM TREE PLANTING AND
NURTURING THAN ALL THE FALSE MESSAGES
SHE CAN CONJURE OR TYPE IN “MY” NAME.
No, thank you, to the “stop mode” of our presenting.
We also have thousands of hectares of land being
planted in a FAST-GROWING “wood-use” tree species.
How DARE you try to stop us from our task
THAT YOU OF THE MISCREANT SPECTRUM
GROUPIE “DESERTED”! HOW DARE YOU USE
GOD’S NAME IN THE SAME BREATH AS YOU
PROCLAIM YOU JUST WANT TO PRAY FOR
AND HELP THE SOULS OF MY TEAM? HOW
DARE YOU CLAIM LOUDLY, IN THE NAME OF
TRUTH AND HONOR, THAT YOU DESIRE TO
REVEAL TRUTH AND “THE WORD” OF
LIGHTED
SOURCE—WHILE
DOING
EVERYTHING IN YOUR POWER AND WILL TO
DESTROY THAT VERY THING AND THE
MESSENGERS WITH IT? HOW DARE YOU
CONTINUE TO SPEAK IN “MY NAME”,
HATONN/ATON, AS IF YOU HAVE SOME
GRANTED RIGHT TO MY BEING?
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THERE IS NO WAY, BLEEDING IDIOTS, THAT
YOU SHALL STOP US FROM THIS TRUTH, FOR
MANKIND STANDS AT THE THRESHOLD OF
DESPAIR AND DEMISE, AND HE, AS A SOUL
“WHOLE”, SHALL RISE UP AND SMITE YOU
WHO HAVE BETRAYED YOUR MISSION AND
YOUR GOD CREATOR. YOU WOULD BETTER
USE YOUR TYPEWRITERS TO THROW AGAINST
YOUR PIOUS LIARS THAN TO “SAVE” THE
LIARS, CHEATS, THIEVES AND DECEIVERS.
AND SO, PERHAPS, IN YOUR “CONFESSIONAL”
PRONOUNCEMENTS FROM THE PRIESTS OF
LIES, YOU COULD MAKE MORE PENANCE FROM
PLANTING NINETEEN NEEM TREES THAN IN
BEING ON YOUR KNEES TO DO A DOZEN HAIL
MARYS. IF YOU WANT TO GET ON YOUR
KNEES TO SERVE GOD—THEN, WHILE YOU ARE
DOWN THERE—PLANT A TREE! IF YOU ARE
BUMBLING AROUND ON YOUR KNEES,
ANYWAY, YOU ARE KEEPING GOD CONFINED
TO YOUR KNEES AND NOTHING OF WORTHY
TRUTH IS ACCOMPLISHED. Get up off your assends and ascend to your feet and let’s, together, GET TO
WINNING THIS GAME OF LIFE.
I will give this to you who have addictions, even to
food and fat gain: The Neem will stop the cravings of
all unbalanced systems—including reversing such as
diabetes, alcoholism, drug abuses and all those nasty
things foisted off onto you through the money-grabbers.
SO BE IT, and you just go right on and do whatever you
wish—but get thee, please, out of our pathway.
Oh, yes, and by the way—the tree does very, very
well when it is protected and doesn’t have to tolerate 120
degree heat! It flourishes beyond all believing where it
has attending—except for its root system. As in all
things, the more a living thing must struggle for
survival—the better and more enduring is the root
system, which will allow the standing in all things come
against it—except the destruction of MAN. And even
there, it will recover from the saw, if left alone to
recover. However, note something else wondrous: It
thrives on the care and pruning—so can become an everrenewing resource.
So, I repeat: DO YOU REALLY WANT TO
STOP—AS “ORACLE” SAYS HE MUST ACHIEVE
AS HIS LIFE-PURPOSE (IN SPECTRUM’S
PROCLAMATION)—OUR PROJECTS AND OUR
PEOPLE? If so, then you are in desperate need of some
very potent NEEM products, my dears.
Therefore, to you who are bent on such attack, I
suggest that you WATCH, for we are moving
forward and no, thank you, when you again try to
hitch a ride on our wagon!
We need to get back to planting trees, like Johnny
Appleseed, so we will take our leave. I would
recommend you stop simply “hugging trees” and start
working your fannies off planting trees, rather than
paying gym workout fees. “Time” as you know it IS
RUNNING OUT.
Yes, indeed, we could plant thousands of trees just
on the farm in Tehachapi—but we aren’t sure any longer
if we even wish to work in the Devil’s vineyards to serve
our very enemies in their confusion.
May you children-of-the-lie awaken in time to save
your assets—because it is a long, dark journey, the way
you are headed.
Salu, Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn/Aton (just in case you
think I have forgotten WHO I AM)
dharma
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Doris’ Corner
4/15/00—#2 (13-243)
By Doris Ekker
SUZY WRITINGS
In a way, this is a note to Suzy (Ward) who has,
after well over five years, chosen to send me a message
from, it is claimed, “Hatonn”, who can’t seem to “get
through to Doris”.
We would take no time nor space for such
foolishness, except that the messages have, alas, already
been handed around in the Spectrum circles and put to
the INTERNET and electronic press all over the globe,
as the “Watchers” do. Sorry, Suzy, the stuff was on the
Internet before it reached Manila and we find the
handlers of the information, trusted into their hands by
you, have betrayed even your “intent” and, finally, your
after-the-fact writing as to not using it.
This is grossly careless on your part, Suzy, for the
FACTS are simply other than you have expressed and
that can only mean that you have been fed
MISINFORMATION—and you have now taken that
extra step into the pit by proclaiming the message to be
directly from MY TEACHER!
Since these messages are flowing all over Southeast
Asia, we are now caused to have to publish the
documents and give the trail of networking
misinformation crews.
I have no time for reminding anyone about the
players and their antics and participation in actual
criminal activities but you will find the ones involved,
even with getting information from you to me, ARE
THE ENEMIES, SELF-CLAIMED BY THEMSELVES.
Suzy is the, probably, quite innocent dupe.
Please note that Laurie even sent your message
through the Penn Hotel, the first hacked e-mail receiver
and unused for many, many months. Other e-mail
sendings are hacked from our two other sites to the
extent that we often cannot even get our own messages
off or received from either site.
Then the messages are sent forth on several Internet
sites under many various names and authorities—so your
mail hit the “four winds” (pun intended) and the Watcher
scatter long before Doris ever heard there was some kind
of a message. And now comes the cutie and silly of all
time, as it is pronounced that “again” Doris’ own teacher
has kicked her out of service because of her somehow
tainted something or other, as ridiculous as the other
stupid nonsense. And you, Suzy, claim that you, err-a,
Hatonn, has to PROVE NOTHING? Oh, stop it, that is
the oldest Satanic line in history. YES, YOU DO
HAVE TO PROVE EVERYTHING—BOTH OF
YOU—THAT SLICK SPEAKER AND YOU THE
RECEIVER.
We are just about to “WIN THE WAR”, Suzy and
readers, and the “stop at all costs” has gone forth upon
the ethers and electronic systems. Well, strangely
enough, even those in great power DO NOT HAVE
WISH TO STOP US FROM OUR APPOINTED
TASKS because they find revolvement and placement in
the very process offered—also!
SUZY, YOU HAVE BEEN BETRAYED AND

BADLY USED—AGAIN. I HAVE NO FURTHER
NEED FOR COMMENT ON THE MATTER AT THIS
POINT AND YOU ARE THE VICTIM OR MASTER
OF YOUR OWN CHOICES—AND MY INPUT WILL
MAKE LITTLE DIFFERENCE TO YOU, PERHAPS,
BUT IT DOES TO THOSE WITH WHOM WE
SHARE THIS JOURNEY AND JOB.
I can only grant my own permission to our coworkers to print, exactly as received, any information
regarding ANYTHING being spread about. Thank you
for your concern and yes, indeed, I carefully study the
messages and I would hope that you gain access to the
over 3000 pages of writings from my “deviant” resource
written in the last 15 months in this distant land—and
consider the FACTS about that which has transpired in
“hometown” U.S.A. by our prior co-workers—and
perhaps the lights will brighten quite a bit in your mental
corridors. Even Matthew warned you about this type of
thing, Suzy, and alas it has come to pass!
We received information regarding “Suzy” writings
on the telephone this past Wednesday morning (Tuesday
afternoon, U.S. time) and then the messages, which had
already circulated through the community and been
placed on the electronic mail systems by the Spectrum
coalition. It is not even worth the bother to speak further
on the matter—except it is demanded by the “inquiring
minds” about “what is this?”, with papers in hand. If I
have resentment, it is over the total waste of time in even
recognizing these insults.
April 8, 2000 (from Jan Dominick, who has not
spoken to Margie B. in many, many months, having had
a “falling out”) comes this message, with attachments
which were obviously NOT sent to her at all in the first
place but rather, as it unfolds, to Laurie Anteau, once a
considered FRIEND.)
[QUOTING:]
Dear Margie,
Hopefully this surprise will not require smelling
salts. Ha haa.
The enclosed writing was the BIG motivation which
my heart and “feelings” prompted me to share with you
and Rex. I truly believe it is the Commander, attempting
to get through to Doris.
I believe after you read what has been written, your
higher self will agree. This energy contains a profound
love and compassion. It is evident by expression. I
believe Suzy is on the RIGHT TRACTA or the
Commander would not have chosen her for such an
important task. Doris an E.J. certainly need our prayers.
Change of subject. Next week Britt and I are taking
a vacation. Once we reach Williams, Arizona, we will
board the Grand Canyon observation train. In addition
to checking out cliff dwelling sights, I plan to stop by
Roswell in route to Carlsbad Caverns, I am getting
excited with anticipation. We leave Thursday. Thank
God for Ellen and Ron, or I would truly be stuck.
Well best I close and complete PBXtra’s ongoing
paperwork.
Oops, something else just came to mind. Sarah
(Wally’s daughter) happily wrote.. her ‘Dad was not
smoking M”. She is still very worried about Jonathan.
Our choices are interesting, huh Margie?
Love, Jan
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Message attached:
April 7, 2000
SUZY: Good morning, Hatonn. I believe you want
to give me a message to be passed on to Doris. At least
that’s what it seemed last night when you talked with me
away from the computer.
HATONN: Yes, and it should have seemed that
way. You do know when we are conversing, Suzy. So,
we shall proceed. This is a message of utmost
importance for Doris, and I know you have channels for
getting it to her. I am writing with the purpose of
assuring that she understands my feelings for her and
about what she is doing and attributing to me by name.
Doris, I take this opportunity through another of my
telepathic messengers to get this message to you. You
do not realize that from the years of stress from many
issues with which you have been faced that your
exhaustion has dropped you from the energy level where
we can communicate. You are reaching sources that are
not giving you good information, that is, the truth, and
also you are projecting your own attitudes and feelings
without your awareness. When I have tried to reach you,
to warn you myself, I have been crowded out by the
static of those lower energies in which you are operating.
It is disturbing to me that several years ago when I
urged you to rest, to vacation from the incessant
recording of transmission, you felt it was necessary for
you to continue. You felt it was your responsibility to
“get the word out”. Yes, that had been a responsibility
of heavy demand upon your time and energy, and you
were essential to receiving and dispersing the truth of my
words.
When you became exhausted, however, you no
longer could function in that higher energy and receive
from me. The sources you are reaching are giving you
false information. That is to be expected, because they
are much lower density beings than my station and other
light beings. In short, they are not light beings, they are
dark beings, and they are playing with your mind that
has become burdened with confusion from exhaustion.
Those beings are distorting truthful information for the
purpose of deceiving you personally. More, they are
disseminating what is wrongfully considered to be
information from the light. That is why this information
cannot continue to be misrepresented as originating
within the light.
How can this contact who is serving me in this
moment prove to you that it is indeed I speaking to you
through her? She is not called upon to prove anything.
I can prove what I need. Please read the earliest reports
from me for the various Phoenix publications. Compare
the articulate speech, the straightforward information and
the lack of vulgarity or harshness of speech in those
earliest messages with those you are receiving now.
Actually, with messages you have been receiving for the
past several years, which you have thought, wrongly, to
be from me.
The speech style and patterns of the transmitters, whom
you consider to be me, of the past several years have fallen
into expression form that I do not use, do not favor.
There can be little respect for information presented
in language that is offensive in both words and nature.
Those whom we wish to reach—NEED to reach!--find
that kind of presentation offensive, give it no credibility,
and soon turn away. It is not I who changed so
drastically in form of presentation and means of
emphasis upon the truth.
What you are receiving is not within the light, my
dear Doris, my friend and still greatly cared-for being.

It is not shameful to acknowledge that you have been
duped by dark energies. Many others have been duped
also. The dark forces are gleefully waging their
disinformation campaign through many sources who are
unaware that they are hearing not from light beings, but
dark, and it is my responsibility to turn this around.
[D: Goodness, Suzy, and you heard it from yourself
first. WAKE UP, LITTLE SUZY!]
That is why it cannot be allowed any longer that
you attribute the messages from those dark sources to
me. Some readers still believe this information to be
from me, just as you do, and are adversely influenced
by its negativity, just as you are. This must cease. I
implore you to think upon what I have said with calm
consideration and the comparison reading I asked.
Then realize that you need to be healed with restorative
activities of meditation, sleep, release from the voices in
your head that are not and have not been for a long
time, my voice. When your spirit, mind and body are
refreshed, you will rejoice in the awareness that you
have been healed in the light, and then we can again
communicate in the same high energy level as in the
beginning. [D: Gosh, Dad, I’m just too tired to go
all the way BACKWARDS to some beginning....]
I hold you tenderly in friendship and light, my dear
Dharma, and in gratitude for your service above and
beyond, I thank you. Now I leave this contact with the
love for you that always has been part of our
connection.
Suzy, thank you for performing this unusual duty.
Please add your love and caring to mine for Doris/
Dharma. I feel you are, and I thank you for this
impromptu service you are rendering on behalf of the
clear lighted communication pathways between Earth
and beyond.
This is Hatonn. Salu
[END QUOTING]
So, before I, Doris, could even consider tossing in
the towel to such wondrous input, came this next:
[QUOTING, message from: Laurie Anteau,
anteaurancho@mindspring.com, to: Ekker through the
Penn Hotel on 4/10/00, 11:40 AM:]
[Again, this is from Suzy Ward (to Laurie):]
Last night Hatonn said he should have told me his
letter to Doris is a private matter between him and her
and was never meant for publication. Apparently he
knows something I don’t—or he’s just making sure no
one thinks of doing that. He was milder in his message
just now than he was last night, when he said he’s
“disgusted” that “vehicles for truth and enlightenment”
have been used for “personal vendettas and opinions
and self-aggrandizement”, and he will “not add more
fuel” to them. He said something about “diatribes
undermining the credibility” of the valuable information.
That’s not verbatim, but close—anyway, he made it
clear that he was speaking of both papers and his words
in quotes were memorable enough to last overnight. So
please pass his message on to the same addresses as his
first. Thank you!
Has PJ been living with you? What’s with his own
family?
[END QUOTING]
How does one take this information? Well, Doris
takes it as to mean that WE ARE ABOUT “THERE”,
TEAM! These cartoon antics are the proof of it.
Actions speak volumes, messages by and in behalf
of sworn enemies MEAN NOTHING.
Doris
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4/20/00—#1 (13-248)
DOING YOUR JOB FOR OR DOING “A JOB ON”...?
I, Doris, am faced with inability of ignoring that
which seems so little as to make me truly bored with my
accepted task. I am living the realization of the narrow
focus and walking insensitives along this journey who,
while claiming great and wondrous insight, voices from
God and aliens without information, dumped on self and
our team. This is a general annoyance by people who
CLAIM to just be “helping”, while taking our time on
their interesting but obviously uninformed input and,
worse, without any way given to respond personally or
directly TO THEM. I suppose this might well be a good
way to avoid confrontation with truth or a targeted party,
but it is, at the least, ungracious and discourteous, if not
downright audacious—as with “Chutzpah”. Ah, but—
the original communication to us was placed on the
international Internet, so it demands some response.
Please, CONTACT, pass this along to Laurie for, as
usual, NO INFORMATION—as to contact numbers,
addresses or other headings—was sent and, therefore, I
have no “other” way to respond to her or to Suzy. I
didn’t know that information could be forwarded by
electronic transmission with NOTHING save the
message—but learning is the way of the journey, I
suppose. Or perhaps there was a note, which was not
transcribed before removing the data from the computer.
It doesn’t matter except for the time required to retype
the message in order to respond.
Suzy has written a near-$8.00 message through the
Peninsula Hotel, where we neither get mail, send mail
nor even go, unless we have travel business or visas to
discuss with the information center. So, when we are
summoned to pick up some “important” messages, we
will henceforth hope the senders are better informed than
they are at present or we will simply ask the hotel
business office to throw them away.
I am asked to type this letter because it holds the
EXACT information we should be looking at as we
make discernments along our way and actually has
nothing to do with friendships, old or new, even though
that is expressed. It does tell an entire human story of
“how it usually is” with people “helping”—without the
vaguest notion of what is going on.
Why would “Hatonn”, or anyone else, go through
someone who has totally dropped out of “my” life? One
who, however, remains constantly in the lives and gossip
circles of those working to destroy me, to get me a
message—yea, get—through the WRONG RECEIVING
CENTER FOR servicing our e-mail? I question: Why
not send it directly to me, instead of through the groupie
spreading the information on INTERNET? If Laurie and
every OTHER dabbler has information to contact me,
why does she not just give it to Suzy?
Suzy still just wants to have me stop letting through
the “Dark Energies” and—although I try constantly to do
that—she and others of her team just keep inserting
themselves.
She claims “Hatonn”? So be it—so does Ed, Norey,
Green—you name it, and frankly, I DO NOT WANT
THEIR INPUTTER or the input. Anyone who would
destroy his receiver and advise actual theft to gain
control is NOT on my list of desired teachers or wanted
“helpers”.
There was a time, you will see, when Suzy was
actually told and did, in fact, finally tell me SHE WAS
TO TAKE OVER MY JOB AND PHASE ME OUT.
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INDEED, BY NO LESS THAN THAT infamous pair,
the RUSSBACHERS.
OK, so I suggested that we do that little trick
because what I was tired of then, and NOW, is the
whole blooming idiotic nonsense. Everybody seemed to
then, and now, WANT MY JOB—EXCEPT ME! I
just have never seen our jobs as others seem to think
they are. My suggestion was, is and will always be:
DO NOT SLOP OVER YOUR NONSENSE ONTO
OUR TEACHERS OR US.
Suzy says: “...I am only vaguely aware of during
the past few years (your living away from home for so
long, and some of the former “Contact” people starting
“Spectrum”)...”. Ah, indeed, there is no mention of the
fact that because of this little “away on our Father’s
business” stint and the thieves abounding, there is no
other place to live than “away from home”, for there is
no longer a home and what could be salvaged is in a
warehouse room just to protect it—that is, what could
be gotten out before the rest was seized by Rick, et al.
Even the files from the Phoenix Institute were taken,
along with countless other records.
There is no mention by Suzy of the fact that the
ones “starting” “Spectrum”, first STOLE CONTACT
and used it as their own, stating that “Hatonn” had
ordered it, TOOK MONEY OUT OF THE BANK
ACCOUNTS, took the mailing lists and committed
other criminal acts.
I have NO “voices” in my head or otherwise and
THAT is a primary clue that this person “helping” me
has no notion of what is taking place. I want to remind
everyone reading this: I am nearly 70 years old going
on 9,342 ½ centuries and have averaged at least one
writing per day for nearly 15 years. If Hatonn can’t yet
find me, then there certainly is a problem with “him”,
whoever “he” might be—that has such trouble with me.
When you claim to be helping me and don’t give
me a way to respond to you, you must not want to help
me too badly. I am NOT psychic and I do not inflict
myself into your circles or lives. People who see fit to
steal from us may well do so—but they will not go uncountered.
It is said that we abandoned our property? Come
now, Laurie, do you REALLY expect ANYONE to
believe that, when we had a caretaker-watchman
LIVING IN and a couple of hundred exotic birds in the
daily care of that person, as well as people in daily
staffing the offices? We had FAMILY members in and
out, checking every day. We had paid all the bills, etc.
How is this “abandonment”? Ah, indeed, Suzy, you are
either blind or one of the miscreants—which is difficult
to believe but is truly probable from the contents of
your letters.
Ah, yes, and “living away from home...” in the
cesspool of Southeast Asia, wonderful downtown
Manila, which just made the top of the world list as the
most polluted city on Earth. And right now—during
“Holy Week”—oh, have mercy, please, God.
There are dozens of people over here in the
Philippines who, starting on Bloody Friday, are going
to have themselves nailed to planks to imitate the
Kristos. Some towns are now banning the show
because some annually nailed come back year after year
and con the people, get a bunch of sponsors and a
year’s income and “make the towns look really bad...”.
One who makes the front page today is a convicted
murderer—so, while he dresses up like Jesus, he is
actually playing out, I suppose, the role of the

murderer—and just one more con/scam hits the screen.
Foreigners were getting in on the act, so this year
foreigners are banned from the play.
Oh, by the way, nobody really cares about Easter
Sunday morning and some “resurrection”—by Sunday,
everyone is back to bunnies and chickies. Oh, but, the
resurrection of the “crucified” lasts perhaps thirty
seconds to 15 minutes and thus “resurrection” comes
around even more quickly in these modern days. The
only real focus is on DEATH, blood, gore and, by all
means, forgive everyone for their dirty tricks, thoughts
and deeds. The next thing, of course, is that then you
dump on the poor murdered one all the SINS of the
world, so nobody would be responsible for their own
atrocities. I guess, however, it has worked as a fine
plan FOR the damned by the damnable for at least
2000 years.
And as for Rayelen and Gunther Russbacher?
Certainly, in wisdom, NEVER FORGET. If Suzy has
not been contacted by either of the Russbachers—
Laurie HAS. Gunther even contacted us—to try for
more funds, of course. He only got away, for
themselves, a block of some $20,000 and when he tried
for another $22,000 on our Credit Card from Austria—
even the American Express belched and blew. So, I
warn you readers about forgive-and-forgetfulness—it is
like blackmail, where the opponent or taker will never
stop sucking as long as there is blood. So, no, I don’t
consider “forgiveness” without restitution AT ALL, as
a way to go—and, “forget”? PERISH THE
THOUGHT! Rick and Charles used, also, American
Express to use us. Once the fool, take it as a lesson,
twice the fool and we deserved whatever we got—and
boy, did we GET IT! But to take “Hatonn”? Wait in
line, Suzy, or didn’t you hear that “he went with
George to Nevada” and then Ed Young nabbed him and
he serves the “other side” whatever that means—but it
seems to mean anyone who is not on “this side”.
Laurie is on “that” side and thus, not on “this” side but
seems to be on Suzy’s “side” and thus has nothing to
do with “this Hatonn”. Anyone using “Gyeorgos Ceres
Hatonn” as “theirs on their side” is LYING
THROUGH THEIR TEETH. Surely, you didn’t think
“Hatonn” would be so foolish as to not protect his own
presence.
And now: Anyone who does not like our
pathway—please feel free to GET OFF IT. We are not
going to stop our journey because you don’t like our
map. Even Suzy says she has taken precious time out
of packing for her journey to Boston to meet her
daughter. Well, Suzy, you seem to know where you are
going to find your daughter but you sure don’t seem to
have a clue as to wherever else you are headed.
Now, you wrap up the letter, Suzy, with: “I shall
send this to Laurie to forward to you and ask that she
also send it, if she can, to the avenues where
Hatonn’s letter was disseminated.” That was
INTERNATIONALLY!
Well, good luck, I will ask for the local crew, if
they wish to spare the time, to get it and do whatever
they want with it, but it is the Spectrum groupie (and
yes, Laurie) who know the way of the disinformation
trails. There are dozens of electronic Internet sites
which get directly fed this type of information.
And no, I don’t think Laurie particularly helps, as
such, Dr. Young as she was doing at “breakup” but she
certainly does a number on Ekkers every chance there
is—and I cannot imagine what we ever did to her—any
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time, except accept and love her.
We all like to whine about our hard ways, me as
well. At least Suzy can go to her daughter, after I
interrupt her packing, to be there for daughter’s surgery.
My child had surgery with fear of breast cancer—and
I was in this cesspool called Manila and remained here
while every last thing we had, including our work, our
“teacher”, our paper and our home were taken. Even
our mail back and forth was taken and our own
children bashed just because they were ours. Suzy,
WHY would you immediately assume that it is Doris
and E.J. who have entertained “dark and Low-frequency
energies”? WHO SAID? And NO, “HATONN” DID
NOT SAY THAT! YOU HAVE REPEATED THE
SAME WORDS USED BY THE YOUNG CROWD—
EXACTLY!
How about asking Laurie about THESE things I
say—for she was there, with her children, helping haul
out our property from the house seized by Millers
because of the input from, mainly, Rick MartinCortright, who had declared himself our “enemy at all
costs” because we caught him in his criminal games.
How shallow you must think we are to have to
have someone out of our lives for five years or more to
tell us “God loves you”. We live within God’s love and
it is as constant as God Himself.
Can you really think us so shallow as to focus on
just our “poor little selves”? Observations tell us things
are a mite more problematic than Ekkers’ aura.
In the Philippines, here’s just a topic overview of
the first three days of this week: The Elite
Manipulators through their deliberate little “trial
balloons” wiped out, again, the Southeast Asian markets
and went on back to their games against you-the-people
in the U.S. and Europe—note the Euro, distracted
observers. They are staged to TAKE THE WORLD
AS WE KNOW IT AND DO IT WHILE WE
DEMAND MORE PROTECTION.
Then, let’s see, the terrorists in Mindanao hold
BUNCHES of hostages and yesterday, on the 19th, they
beheaded two male teachers to present their heads to
Erap Estrada (President) FOR HIS BIRTHDAY. They
now claim the “heads of the others, mostly children,
will roll like Easter Eggs...” for Easter. Then, there
were two ferryboat sinkings (down here you have to
travel among over 7,000 islands by ferries), with
hundreds dead who were just going home for the Easter
holiday.
And also, the worst Philippine air disaster happened
yesterday, with 131 killed. There was an explosion of
some kind, the eyewitnesses said, just before the craft
plowed into the coconut trees. Hummnn, so, 133 heads
for the President.
Oh yes, I almost forgot: The terrorists are again
going to abduct and kill Americans and a warning for
“us” of the U.S. has been issued. Golly-gee, we just
love this “away from home” rest and recreation.
And, by the way, every flake in a radius of 10
thousand miles of Manila has come past our way to get
whatever they can for nothing. Yes, it has been a gross
annoyance and irritation—but necessary to lay a
foundation, so I guess we can handle it. If not us—
WHO?
E.J. GETS TOTAL RESPECT here—along
with appreciation and love—from everyone he meets.
He is the most GENEROUS person I have ever met
and about the most unsinkable and unruffled in any
circumstance. To suggest that THAT man would
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steal and run off with “Millions of dollars...” is, at
most, laughable. But that is the story told by such
as Laurie and the Spectrum-groupie clan.
I ask that Laurie recall back to the Russbacher
days, when Gunther actually took from our credit
card— CASH—and bought himself a $600 watch and
also got gifts, i.e. a bicycle, etc. for Laurie’s kids.
Laurie about choked over that one and did, in fact, send
funds they didn’t have to pay us back. E.J. tore up the
check, for we never realized these very people would try
to imprison us with Federal charges—and oh, yes, they
have and advertised it. Are these lessons for us to
learn? Perhaps, but others might do well to, at the
least, consider that some of the lessons just might be for
“them”.
Ekkers NEVER sought any one of these people into
our lives. People INSERTED THEMSELVES into our
lives and space and it is difficult to see why they don’t
just extricate themselves—we have no cult, no groupie,
no shackles, and it appears quite foolish to continue to
blame, defame and even move over to your space and
time for such nonsense, Suzy. These people claim to
love, pray for and just feel so bad for poor Doris? I
bet they said the same thing at Esu’s crucifixion—while
they pounded in the nails.
I am going to copy the letter as presented, for there
were no headings—just the letter.
This becomes necessary so that we have the data
available, per legal counsel, because of the distribution
network which is utilized by Dr. Young, et al.
Suzy, you would be welcome to my job, just as
before, but frankly, I don’t think you have a foggy
notion about what that might be and certainly I doubt
if you can handle E.J.’s. Suzy, I have no doubt at all
that you mean well and are well intentioned—but the
old saying stands: “The road to Hell is paved with
good intentions!”
[QUOTING:]
April 16, 2000
Dear Doris,
I greatly regret that Hatonn’s letter to you wasn’t
given the privacy intended. That message is a caring
tribute and gratitude for your devoted service to him as
Dharma as well as concerns about your sources of
information. He spoke firmly about the need to stop
information being attributed to him that is not from him
because it is an issue of utmost importance, yet his
concerns were expressed without accusation, blame,
reprimand, anger or disrespect for you. Throughout my
receiving his words, I felt his tenderness, compassion
and concern for you.
[D: Well, bully! Did it ever OCCUR to you,
Suzy, or anyone else, that perhaps Doris doesn’t
have those nasty old darkies? Why do you think
that it is “I” who suffers this malady?]
Please do not doubt this, Doris. I have no reason
to misrepresent any part of my experience in receiving
his message. His plea that you become rested and
healed from stress so that once again he can reach you,
further shows his caring, and so does his mentioning my
own feelings in that same regard. I know that those
who would read otherwise into his very clear letter
would be misinterpreting or allowing themselves to be
misled for self-serving purposes.
[D: Are you actually going to tell me, Suzy, that
you haven’t spoken with ANYONE about anything
and Hatonn just dropped in on your shoulders and
got you up to give me lessons? Are you going to tell

me that you do not speak to Laurie, who betrayed,
by the way, your confidence—by going through Jan
Dominick. Now, think carefully, Suzy, for your tale
does NOT indicate innocence or reality, reason or
logic. You got this idea from someone very physical,
indeed! You have even used the same wording and
that would not even be coincidental in such
circumstances. Your story is simply not credible
from any viewpoint—much the less, mine.]
I regret also that you cannot believe Hatonn would
ask me to be a messenger for him. You know he is not
a stranger to me, Doris. Long ago in a conversation
with you I told you about one of the occasions when he
entered a sitting with Matthew. I mentioned his
powerful energy that felt like a thunderbolt when he
“came in”. Maybe you remember that and saying,
“That sounds like Hatonn.” But even if you can
remember that, you couldn’t know the relationship we
have maintained.
[D: Right, it is no business of mine.]
He has never asked me to channel any information
for publication in the six years since my telepathic
connection opened, but he has talked with me many
times. Always he came into the sittings briefly, usually
to encourage me in my receiving, assure me he was
aware of all information being given me and that I was
receiving everything clearly, or explain why I must
continue. I’ve heard from Matthew and another of my
sources that Hatonn is the master of communication
between Earth and all extraterrestrial light beings—
which you probably already knew—and no doubt that
is the reason for his and my relationship.
[D: I wouldn’t know about that, Suzy, for
Hatonn was always the “record keeper” and Korton
was the “communicator”—or a whole bunch more
“hooey” is circulating than I realized. But, that
aside: I serve Truth and yes, LIGHT—as in GOD
OF LIGHT, and not some alien starship crew who
may also well serve. I certainly do not serve unseen
energies just because they come along and dump a
load of something on me. Therefore, I guess we
certainly do not have the SAME “Hatonn” because
I surely do not recognize yours as being attached to
old “ATON, the ONE LIGHT”—AS IN DEITY
RECOGNITION. Perhaps that has been the
problem all along—there are just too many
“Hatonns” around poking into everyone’s mental
console. Little Crow finally got it through to me
what was meant by his admonition: “Take
responsibility for that which you present.” It would
behoove you to do the same.]
But I could understand if you wondered why he
chose me to receive and pass on his letter to you. I
didn’t ask him, I didn’t even think to ask. However, I
can tell you why I think he did: because of my feelings
for you.
[D: Feelings for me? You haven’t done
anything for me—including even a phone call or note
in over five years—except, of course, to get any
funds out of the Institute on demand, as requested.
Spare us if we are somehow unimpressed with your
current need, after going over all this dark crap with
the enemy, for not getting too involved with your
expectations of some alien speaking suddenly
THROUGH YOU TO ME A ZILLION MILES
AWAY AND WITHOUT ANY FACTS IN YOUR
MENTAL DATA BANK. AND WHY DIDN’T
YOU THINK TO ASK “HIM” WHY? FIRST
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RULE, SUZY!]
When I first became aware of the Phoenix
publications, I held you in such high esteem and
admiration for the vital work you were doing. I wished
so much then that I could do what you were doing so
I could help you, give you respite from the daily hours
of recording transmissions, let you have much needed
vacations.
Doris, surely my feelings were evident to you from
our correspondence and conversations, my two trips to
Tehachapi, the Sunday afternoon we spent on the
speaker phone with the group we hosted monthly in San
Jose, my little gifts of appreciation for your dedication.
I still cherish those times and feel that my strong
feelings then were part of the firm foundation I needed
to eventually achieve my own connection, which many
mediums had told me for over 13 years would happen
“when the time was right”.
[D: MEDIUMS? WOW, REALLY?]
Something you may not know is that soon after I
returned from St. Louis, Raye and Gunther called and
said you were tired out and had to be replaced. I know
you were tired—Hatonn’s messages in “Contact” were
full of that—but I was shocked to hear I was to be your
replacement.
[D: Gee whiz, you could have HAD THIS JOB
and, my goodness, on the basis of such as
Russbachers, the world would really be in good
hands, wouldn’t it?]
I wasn’t even sure that my week or two of receiving
from Matthew was actually real—you know what a
strange sensation it is to begin channeling!--and
suddenly I was being told that taking over for you was
the reason my connection had been opened. What made
that believable was that Raye had told me she had
received a message from Matthew, that I had to get in
touch with him, and she explained how to do automatic
writing. I did that the day after I returned home, and
I was astounded when, after only 2 or 3 tries, he and
I were talking as if we were in the same room.
I was scared, Doris. The last thing I ever had
thought of was to help you by replacing you. I
wondered if you knew, and if so, why you hadn’t talked
with me yourself. If you didn’t know, it was appalling
to me that my wish to bring some relief into your
intense life had turned into a nightmare. I was
frightened when Raye and Gunther twice interrupted
sittings to persuade me to do it. Even though the
second telepathy by interrupting a conversation, I was
afraid to ask him what I should do. I was more afraid
to question Hatonn. I was consumed by the fear that
if I didn’t do what I was being asked to, my connection
with Matthew would go away, and I felt I had no
choice but to “obey” even though I believed it was a
betrayal of my loyal feelings for you. Those few days
were horrible. After another pressuring call from the
Russbachers—the last time I spoke with Gunther for a
few years—I did ask Matthew, and both he and Hatonn
assured me that replacing you never had been my
mission.
I’ve wondered if my telling Raye my decision was
the catalyst for the accusation that I was a master CIA
assassin and instigator of the ambush in SE Asia that
killed two of Gunther’s friends and almost killed him.
(Much later I heard that the ambush never even
happened, it was all mind-control programming.)
You’ll never know what pain I felt for a long time after
that revelation from Raye. I think you know that I
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devoted almost a year working toward his release from
what Hatonn said was unjust incarceration. Also Bob
and I were supportive of Raye in every possible way
during that time, and it was inconceivable to us that
everything we had done for both of them became so
twisted in their minds.
Another reason I think Hatonn chose me as his
messenger is that I’ve never been a part of the longrunning acrimonious situations that came about after
those early years. I’ve always been geographically
distant from the struggles between you and anyone else,
either on a personal or newspaper basis. However, I
had sympathy for you throughout the seemingly endless
financial, legal, personal and personnel situations I
knew about when I was diligently reading Phoenix
publications. I felt it was so unfair that you were
constantly being besieged and could only wonder how
you could continue your service under those conditions.
When I achieved telepathic contact, my amazement
and admiration for your persistence was even greater.
One time soon after that, I asked Hatonn about you,
how you could keep your receiving clear with so many
worldly struggles constantly facing you. He told me,
verbatim, “she is not your problem, she is my problem,
and I have to handle it.”
[D: Wow, a problem? HIS PROBLEM?
Hummnn, and just when I was about to feel
unimportant! A problem to God and the Angels of
Heaven? And if “he” was going to “handle” me—
why is “he” dumping it on YOU and the selfproclaimed “enemies’ list”? No, I don’t think I like
your resource very much and am extremely happy to
not even know such a being.]
It has been more than five years since you and I
last communicated, Doris, and I haven’t kept abreast of
happenings in your life since I stopped reading
“Contact”, about that same time. That was when I was
so distressed with Ed Young, as editor, for what I
considered unethical journalism. You may remember
that he published your long letter to me in which you
asked about many aspects of my dealings with the
Russbachers, and he didn’t publish my reply to you.
He never responded to my letter telling him how
upsetting that was to me, nor did he comply with my
request that he publish my letter to you. I had
addressed every one of the misrepresentations or
outright lies you had heard from or about Raye’s or
Gunther’s version of my trip to St. Louis and other
aspects of my participation in the whole Russbacher
affair. Even if I couldn’t convince them of the truth,
it was vital to me that you know it, that you not believe
what you’d been told.
And so, Doris, I think it is the combination of all
those genuine, unselfish, unbiased feelings I’ve had for
you that is Hatonn’s reason for choosing me as his
messenger to you. I think he expected you to know
there was only purity and truth in his letter because it
was through me and not someone who “has an ax to
grind”.
[D: Axe? What axe? WHO has an axe to
grind with me?]
You wrote that I am an innocent dupe, and that
Matthew had warned me that channels can be duped.
Yes, Doris, we channels can indeed be duped!
[D: I don’t know about that, either, for I HAVE
NEVER, EVER, CONSIDERED MYSELF A
“CHANNEL” AND TOTALLY REJECTED
SUCH A CONNECTION FROM UPSTART OF

MY JOB.]
Way back in the beginning of our connection,
Matthew told me that self-doubt, inexperience, ego, or
physical and/or mental exhaustion would lessen a
channel’s ability to receive from the light. [D: Well,
there you go, so I am really thankful, AGAIN, that
I am not, was not and never shall be “a channel”.]
Totally unaware of what was transpiring, a formerly
clear channel would innocently start receiving
misinformation from lower beings and naturally assume
it was valid, the truth, and believe he/she was passing
on information from the sources as they (mis)identified
themselves. I hear this not only from Matthew, but
others, including Hatonn, which is why, shortly after I
started receiving, I went through a difficult period of
having my energy level raised by someone who was
appointed specifically to do this with novice receivers.
[D: Oh, Suzy, you are digging your hole deeper and
deeper. If you have to have someone raise your
energy level so you can talk to anyone, you are so
unsure of self as to be had by every passing breeze,
as is the wind-chime. HOW DID YOU DECIDE IT
WAS DORIS EKKER YOU WERE AFTER?
AND YOUR JOB IS NOT TO GO OUT OF
YOUR WAY TO DESTROY DORIS FOR YOUR
OTHER TWITS—AND THIS MAKES YOU,
TRULY, LOOK THE FOOL!]
Despite that training, during those early months
when self-doubt was especially plaguing me, on several
occasions there were interruptions from the dark forces.
I didn’t realize it until either Matthew or Hatonn
overcame those sources and abruptly ended the
transmission. Also, early on, when I was very tired or
nervous but felt obligated to begin regular morning
sittings anyway, Matthew would tell me my energy level
was too low or fractured to receive safely, so goodbye.
Yes indeed, I do know about being duped and the
conditions that are conducive to that happening.
[D: Yes, me too, and right now the duping is
being put forth in order to again try my patience by
you and your misguided users. They are using you,
Suzy, and you go so meekly as to make the Angels
shudder.]
Yes indeed, I do know about being duped and the
conditions that are conducive to that happening. [D:
For goodness’ sakes, then why didn’t you LEARN?]
In this case of Hatonn’s message for you, I was not
being duped. You said I have to prove it. Doris, how
would you prove you are receiving from Hatonn? How
would you prove you are not being duped by dark
entities? You don’t have to answer me. Answer
yourself.
[D: Yep, just did and you have proved beyond
any shadow of any doubt that whoever this
“Hatonn” might be—it is no one I have ever
entertained and you have proven to me that you
have served the very adversary you claim to wish,
beyond all reason, from which to somehow “protect”
me? What happened to learning facts before
speaking and, for goodness’ sakes, where IS LOGIC
AND REASON? GOD IS PERFECTION, NOT A
BUNCH OF MOUTHED WORDS FROM
NETHER-WORLDS OF FLOATING CHANNEL
HOPPERS.]
Everything you have experienced during the years
I have known you, and surely everything I am only
vaguely aware of during the past few years (your living
away from home for so long, and some of the former
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“Contact” people starting “Spectrum”) has been almost
unrelieved stress. That cannot help but take its toll on
body, mind and spirit. Isn’t the result of that precisely
what the dark forces look for, maybe even cause, and
definitely take advantage of? You know this, just as I
do.
[D: This is too important to let pass. If you,
Suzy, have neither taken nor read CONTACT—NOR
SPOKEN WITH ME FOR OVER FIVE YEARS—
where did you come by your “vague” awareness?
Stress? Well, yes, I guess SO! Some of us, it is
noted, THRIVE ON STRESS. But does a bit of
stress put a balanced mind into the “nut house”
some way? Do we cut and run the moment we don’t
like what is taking place? And WHO said Doris was
a “basket case”, dying of some incurable disease and
that E.J. had a bad case of Alzheimer’s? Hummnn,
again, it was Rick Martin, who, ALSO, actually took
funds which were for paying such as Laurie’s salary,
etc., directly from the bank account in his care. He
and Gail Irwin were the ONLY signers on the
accounts embezzled. Dark energies take advantage
of these circumstances? The DARK-SIDE
BROTHERHOOD
OF
CRIMINALS
DEVELOPED
AND
STAGED
THESE
CIRCUMSTANCES—SO WE SHOULD JUST
ROLL OVER DEAD AND “Oh, well... ” it? OK,
and alright for you, perhaps, but we have never, do
not and will never run out on anyone, betray and
destroy another—not even with the nonsense you
have presented here. IF GOD AND HIS
MESSENGERS ARE SO STUPID AND NAIVE
AS PRESENTED HERE—I AM MORE
CONCERNED ABOUT THIS WORLD THAN I
WAS YESTERDAY OR THIS MORNING.
As for Laurie, she was right there on the job
with cursing in mouth and even at OUR HOME
with her children hauling OUR things out of it. She
has NEVER ceased serving the very culprits of the
crimes themselves! Now, am I supposed to be
pleased that you take that approach upon which to
base your opinions and input and even send
messages as the distributing agent? I even took the
birds Laurie found to fondle and raise, when she
couldn’t keep them longer for whatever reason.
THESE BASTARDS SEIZED MY BIRDS,
ALSO—ABOUT 15 TO 20 THOUSAND
DOLLARS WORTH—AND YES, SOME DIED.
BET YOU DIDN’T EVEN KNOW THAT, DID
YOU? YES, INDEED, AND ONE OF THE BIG
MACS ACQUIRED A URI FROM THE
CHANGE-OUT OF AVIARIES AND ALL ARE
GONE TO US “FOREVER”. THIS IS LAURIE,
YOUR MAILPERSON AND SOURCE OF
INFORMATION? SPARE ME, FOR I HAVE
SPENT UNCOUNTED HOURS WITH LAURIE
AND I DO KNOW ENOUGH TO QUIT THE
POURING OF SALT INTO MY OPEN WOUNDS.
We lived in that very house for over 13 years
continually, and yet they claimed—because of a
business trip in which Rick and Charles traveled
with us AT OUR EXPENSE—Rick and Ray Bilger
pronounced we could be made to lose everything
through “abandonment” of the premises. And you,
and Laurie, claim I might have some tainted darkies
in my aura?
Innocent Suzy? No, foolish and blind Suzy. But
that is your business, your choice, and since you had
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no use for me in over five years, don’t concern
yourself over we old folks now.]
I also know there is no shame or weakness in
recognizing and admitting this. Actually, it takes far
more spiritual empowerment and self-exploration to
discover it and cut those communication channels than
to continue in the belief that it happens to others, but
not to me.
[D: WRONG. There is incredible SHAME in
quitting and causing loss to others—that IS the basic
shame of all shames I can conjure. I don’t know
who it is who feeds you this garbage but I would tell
you that I certainly do resent that you assume it to
be somehow ME who is the failure in the dark pit
here in this comedy of idiot players. I find only
freedom and relief in cutting these communications
channels you attempt to impose on me. I simply do
not accept anything you have presented thus far
except a foolish tendency to involve yourself in
ridiculous plays without learning much of anything
from the experiences or even reading the script.
Russbacher LESSONS should
have been sufficient, it would
seem—but, nonetheless, check
around and see who is STILL
INVOLVED with good old
Gunther. Could there be
someone, just possibly, giving
out incorrect information? (?)]
Doris, I have poured out my
heart to you in this writing not to
defend my receiving clarity, but
because I care about you and I
pray that what I have written will
help you discover the truth of
Hatonn’s letter.
[D: B.S., but it has helped
me find the truth of the
communications out of the blue
after five years of silence.]
As an indication of how
important this is to me, I’m
taking time from preparations to
leave for Boston, where I’ll meet
my daughter. She is going there
for her fifth major surgery since
mid-January.
I shall send this to Laurie to
forward to you and ask that she
also send it, if she can, to the
avenues where Hatonn’s letter
was disseminated.
With love, light, respect,
Suzy Ward
[END OF QUOTING]
Sorry, team, but with “open
transparency” our motto, and the
stopping of protecting our
delinquent enemies about their
appointed rounds, there it is.
And will you please tell
people that we can be reached
easily at little cost at our hotel,
which has NEVER BEEN A
SECRET!
WE
ARE
INFORMING THE HOTEL
(PENN) THAT WE WILL
RECEIVE NO FURTHER

ELECTRONIC MAIL THERE, AS WE HAVEN’T
BEEN ON THEIR CIRCUITS FOR MANY, MANY
MONTHS. SO IF, AS NOW, THE LIKELY
INTENTION WAS TO NOT HAVE THIS
RECEIVED BY US, IT DIDN’T WORK, AND
LEAVING NO RETURN INFORMATION—
DIRECTLY STATES THE INTENT OF HIDING
THE SOURCE.
I have this little notation here in front of me and I
find it quite appropriate: “The interesting thing about
God is that if you have a true desire to kill yourself, he
will let you. YOU are the loser, for you will have to
finish your journey somewhere, sometime, in some other
passage and, furthermore, GOD HAS TIME!”
OK, friends, I intend to get my job done THIS
TIME, if at all possible, without killing myself before
I do so. What others choose is theirs, but I find a
whole army STRONGER than I could ever have
imagined working with us. I can’t even accurately
consider myself as that which is in point here—for WE
ARE ALL—ONE—and what each does, or fails to do,

brings joy or pain to others—so, NO, E.J. and I have
commitments to get this task done and what happens
to US OTHERWISE (as in personal losses) is simply
not a factor in our attention.
I consider, dear friends, that WE ARE NOT
HERE FOR ANYTHING LESSER THAN
GREATNESS—and greatness was never
accomplished by quitting in either weariness or
distraction. Responsible intent and actions are the
keys to success. All else is greed and irresponsible
behavior focused on ego desires. Well, E.J. and I
had to let go, a million years ago, the baggage, and
we dumped EGO and found the ship could then stay
nicely afloat in the deep waters of truth, without
running aground on the shallow reefs of others’ egotripping the light fantastic through our recognition.
Any and all can send forth their demands upon
us—but they are in no wise our COMMANDS. And
so, the world turns!
Thanks for enduring one more boring episode.
Doris
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Gold And Other Interesting Things
(Part 7)
2/21/00—#2 (13-189)
[QUOTING:]
CHAPTER 18
ALL THAT GLITTERS...IS GOLD?
Just how much gold are we really talking about
here? No one knows exactly. But Hilarion (Larry)
Henares, the National Economic Adviser of the
Macapagal Administration has given us something
slightly better than a ballpark figure.
“At the time I was appointed Chairman of the
Gold Commission, I inspected three sites in Metro
Manila where the gold was stored. The highest
authority told me that the total gold amounted to
400,000 metric tons. One metric ton of gold is equal
to 32,151 troy ounces and is worth (at $400 per troy
ounce) $12,860,400. Multiply 400,000 tons of gold,
we get $5,144,160,000,000 or more than $5 trillion.”
These figures, which appeared in Henares’ regular
Inquirer column (“Make My Day”), have probably
reached the $15 trillion mark, interest included and
compounded.
“This gold can transform this country into a
prosperous, industrialized and powerful nation, with
the right kind of leaders,” Henares added. “But I do
not trust the Cory Government, I do not trust her
economic advisers, the Council of Trent, who will
only steal the gold for themselves. I do not trust the
Americans who need our gold to save their
floundering economy.”
Henares’ bold but frank statement was in
response to the Reagan Proposal of “transferring the
gold bullions to the U.S. Federal Reserve Bank in
exchange for U.S. Treasury Bills”, which, as Henares
correctly surmised, will push us further at the mercy
of Uncle Sam. Instead, Henares proposed the
establishment of an International Gold Bank & Trust
in Manila, which will issue gold drafts for
international payments, so that Third World countries
can affiliate with this bank, granting them loans at
concessional rates of interest, “unlike the IMF and its
clique of international pirates”.
Henares, of course, was justified in not trusting
the “government of denials”. According to dossiers
captured by the Reform the Armed Forces movement
during the December 1989 coup attempt, copies of
which were furnished several people like myself, and
several hard-hitting newspapers like the We Forum,
the Aquino Administration, indeed, set up a top-secret
organization to recover the remaining gold bullion
allegedly left behind by Marcos.
Despite the people’s indignation triggered by the
death of two workers at the site of the gold digging
and the vociferous desecration of the Fort Santiago

site itself, a national shrine, the Aquino Government
continued with its gold-retrieval project and had
further intensified its operations “tapping the
resources and facilities of Channel 4, a governmentcontrolled TV station in Quezon City, which was
besieged by rebel soldiers in the latest coup attempt”,
wrote Joe Burgos, We Forum’s fearless publisher.
At the height of the last coup attempt, everyone
expected Colonel Red Kapunan’s RAM troops to use
the broadcast facilities of Channel 4, which they had
easily captured. It turned out that the rebels had
another mission—to seize certain highly classified
documents on the Marcos gold stored inside the
PTV-Channel 4 compound. Burgos wrote that a We
Forum correspondent who was with the raiders
divulged [that] the documents retrieved from hidden
cabinets in an office on the third floor of the station’s
main building showed how Marcos, in connivance
with certain Central Bank officials and other
individuals in and out of government, shipped out
gold bars from the Philippines to several points
around the world—China, Malaysia, Singapore,
Indonesia, Hong Kong, Japan, the United States and
Europe.
Also included was a document addressed to
President Aquino indicating specific banks abroad
where the former strongman and his trustees had
deposited gold bars “valued at $375 billion”. It also
revealed actual transactions of gold from Manila to
Europe and other places. (See Chapters X & XI.)
Was there any gold retrieved by the Aquino
Administration?
“After almost seven months of digging, National
Security Adviser Emmanuel Soriano sought an
extension of the excavation in Fort Santiago, claiming
the location of six vaults of gold bars, six drums of
coins and jewels, which came from other Asian
nations, and other hidden treasures, estimated at $1.7
billion had been pinpointed and would be unearthed
within two to four months,” Burgos stated. But
nothing was ever declared to have been retrieved.
“There are rumors that the diggers were able to
unearth the P13 billion worth of gold which they
spirited away at night,” said Burgos. “These are
mere rumors.”
However, what was significantly omitted and left
untold was who actually led the 1989 coup d’etat
against the Aquino Government. Principally, it was
led by Colonel Red Kapunan, and not by Colonel
Gringo Honasan, as earlier presumed.
Another untold story which yet awaits unfolding
was the actual reason behind the yellow Army’s and
the pro-Cory forces’ rush and haste to recover the
Channel 4 complex as soon as possible.
A report by Craig Nelson (see Chapter XV)
included the loot recovered at the Napindan channel.
The loot was moved in time for the military exercise

of then National Capital Region Defense Command
Chief, General Rodolfo Biazon, which the JUSMAG
office in Quezon City was transferred to Roxas Blvd.
at the U.S. Embassy Seafront area. This was why all
roads leading to Channel 4 then had been barricaded
for quite some time. The gold and the pertinent
documents were also the driving force behind the
persuasion flight of the U.S. Phantom jet, upon orders
of the Trilateral Commission, through then Vice
President Dan Quayle. The poor unsuspecting
soldiers had been gypped by some of their colleagues,
who had earlier connived with the foreign
carpetbaggers.
CHAPTER 19
LOSSES AND MORE LOSSES
After the death of the two workers and the
desecration of Fort Santiago, Soriano was reported to
have deposited over one million pesos in a bank.
Naturally, the country’s National Security Adviser
was furious at the bank official who had tactlessly
made the disclosure. Worse, he used a very lame
excuse. Soriano claimed that the money was
entrusted to him by International Precious Metals, Inc.
(IPMI) for “safekeeping”. But why couldn’t IPMI
bank the money on its own?
Soriano was “fired” by President Aquino as NSC
Chairman after the group failed to find gold. “Instead of
gaining funds as Mrs. Aquino had prospected, the
Government is poorer because of the diggings and stands
to lose more millions to restore the tottering fort that
threatens to cave in, unless Soriano is made to cover the
diggings himself,” read Burgos’ commentary.
The Aquino Government was now besieged by
several other misfortunes. What needed immediate
attention was the worsening inflation. During the sixday coup attempt in December 1989, prices of
commodities soared by as much as 40 percent.
Quickly, the beleaguered Administration imposed
price controls on nine basic commodities—rice,
canned liquid milk, powdered filled milk, sugar,
dressed chicken, hard flour, pork, kerosene and
liquefied petroleum gas. But the problem seemed to
have gone out of control. Shortly thereafter, Aquino
expanded the coverage of price controls to include
eggs, cooking oil and other pork products.
Two days before Christmas, Aquino signed the
Emergency Powers Act which penalizes profiteering,
speculation and hoarding, declaring them as crimes
against the people. It was during these hard times
when many among those who were connected, one
way or another, with the buying and selling of the
Marcos gold wanted to obtain an audience with the
President “to talk over prospects of financing her
deficit-ridden government”. One of them was
Woodrow Yap, whose proposal led to the formation
of a “Wealth Chase and Recovery Program”.
This recovery group was headed by Conrado
(Dodie) Limcaoco, Jr., then Manager of PTV-4, duly
assisted by Maria (Mama Mary) Gosilatar, Carlos
Gonzales, Brian Kim, Kwong Lau and Jojo Flores.
Their first target was the recovery from China of the
“19,000 metric tons of gold in Taiwan and Beijing,
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moved from 1973 to 1978, with the special
intercession of a late Chinese official and coordination
with the depository Thamen Bank of China”,
according to documents gathered at PTV-4 during the
1989 coup.
Some $290 billion worth of gold was also
reportedly stashed in different accounts in 10 Hong
Kong banks in 1983 under the code name “AAA”
used by Marcos in his transactions. Lau was chosen
to assist in the proper approach and representation to
China for the gold.
According to information gathered by Limcaoco’s
group, the gold haul was spread out to the following
banks in Hong Kong: (1) 12.5 kilogram bars
amounting to 5,000 metric tons in Citibank N.A.; (2)
3,700 metric tons in the American Express Bank; (3)
75 kilo bars of 1,000 metric tons each in the Hang
Lung Bank, Wing Lung Bank, Hang Seng Bank and
Bank of America; (4) 200 metric tons in the Overseas
Bank & Trust Company; and (5) two pieces of gold
bars in the Industrial Bank.
The gold was supposedly moved in 1983 by
Marcos’ military officers, secret agents, some Central
Bank officials and employees, the CIA, Pan Am
Airlines, SABENA and KLM, including a cargo
vessel that sailed from Manila to Hong Kong via
Taiwan and into the port of Beijing, using the
shipping code “AAA”.
On October 25, 1983, the $290 billion was
allegedly placed in trust in one of the banks as
“standby money for payment of 32,000 metric tons of
gold of assorted sizes”.
A certain Mr. Bruce Bullock, introduced to President
Aquino by one, Quirico Dumasig, Managing Director of
the International Phil-American General Services, Inc.,
offered to make available to the Administration “huge
resources up to U.S.$750 billion on a strictly confidential
Trust Transaction basis”.
Nothing profitable ever came out of these deals.
All the Aquino Administration incurred were losses
and more losses.
All the gold transactions were supported by
voluminous documents, letters, affidavits,
memoranda, official receipts and facsimiles of other
pertinent papers. But the name of Ferdinand E.
Marcos never appeared in any of the documents; nor
did any of the names of his family. The only
reference to Marcos was a letter written by Bruce
Bullock offering a portfolio of billions of dollars to
pay for the Marcos gold. This particular deal had to
do with 100,000 metric tons of gold.
As Teodoro (Teddy) Benigno of the Philippine
Star once commented, “Marcos was a devil of a
genius, who wove tales with such stunning and
superlative skill that he could make even the likes of
Enrique Zobel hang on like a gape-mouthed child in
the grip of a Canterbury Tale.”
The mystery of the Marcos gold remains a
mystery, incurring heavy losses to those who dare
uncover it.
[END OF QUOTING]
Hatonn—Enough for today, our scribe is tired.
Hatonn
dharma
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The News Desk
By John Ray
DAVID IRVING AND THE VERDICT OF HISTORY
By M.A. Hoffman II, hoffman-info.com/libeltrial9.html
After a two-month trial in London, British High
Court Judge Charles Gray ruled on April 11 that
revisionist historian David Irving was not libeled by
Deborah Lipstadt, whose book, Denying the Holocaust,
has become the manual of the new Holy Inquisition
against those who dare to practice the virtue of
skepticism and doubt the dogmas of Jewish supremacy.
Irving had contended that his 1996 biography,
Goebbels: Mastermind of the Third Reich, was
suppressed by means of clandestine pressure exerted
against his publisher, St. Martin’s Press, due in part to
the influence of Lipstadt and her book.
The suppression of Irving’s work was a classic
example of the absurdity and obscurantism of the
“Holocaust” lobby. His Goebbels book shows the Nazi
propaganda minister to have been the evil genius behind
many of the crimes of the Nazis. It is the most
exhaustively researched biography of Goebbels ever
produced. It was blocked only because it was written by
the blacklisted Irving.
In his ruling against Irving, Justice Gray, in his
traditional British magistrate’s wig, which conjures the
spectacle of countless indigent Whites sentenced to hang
or to “transportation” (enslavement) by his august,
bewigged predecessors on the British bench, pelted
Irving with the familiar sing-song (“racist and antisemite”), refused him leave to appeal and stuck him with
Lipstadt’s legal costs, which are estimated in the millions
of dollars. Lipstadt was funded by Canadian liquor
baron Edgar Bronfman, Sr. and Hollywood director
Steven Spielberg, who set up a foundation to record
memories of the “Shoah”—and was “said by informed
sources to be among a small group of prominent
American Jews who helped fund Professor Deborah
Lipstadt’s defense” (Jewish Chronicle, April 14,
2000).…
…Gray’s verdict in the Irving-Lipstadt case was
predictable given the display of naked Jewish power
during the trial, which saw the intervention of a
sovereign state on Lipstadt’s behalf, when the Israeli
Attorney General, with the customary media flourish,
rushed Lipstadt’s legal team the jailhouse memoirs of
Adolf Eichmann, the Yiddish-speaking, confirmed
Zionist among the Nazi high command….
…But the gesture could hardly have been lost on the
Judge: Lipstadt not only had the best British legal team
money could buy (including the late Princess Diana’s
solicitor, Anthony Julius) but the full might and influence
of the Israeli Government.
After the verdict was announced, Israeli Prime
Minister Ehud Barak, who last winter ordered the
bombing of civilian power stations in Lebano,n stated
that “...a persistent, determined battle is being fought
against people who try to deny the Holocaust, which
brought about the destruction of a third of our people”.
Barak told Lipstadt that her struggle and victory is a
triumph for “free people against dark forces which want

humanity’s lowest point to be forgotten” (Ha’aretz,
April 12, 2000).
A member of Barak’s Cabinet, Social and Diaspora
Affairs Minister Rabbi Michael Melchior, declared that
the Court’s verdict “sent a message to the whole world”
that the reality of the Holocaust is not open for
philosophical or historical debate, and that Holocaust
deniers should be ranked among “the worst Nazis”.
Speaking for the Israeli Government, Rabbi
Melchior congratulated Lipstadt for the “strong moral
stature” she showed throughout the trial. She served as
a “model of Jewish determination”, Melchior concluded
(Ha’aretz, April 12, 2000). Melchior’s observation is
laughable in light of the fact that Lipstadt was so unsure
of her facts that she refused to take the witness stand in
her own defense, sitting mute behind her laptop
computer throughout the trial.
The media also flexed their muscle. The London
Times and the Manchester Guardian turned their
coverage off and on like a spigot. When Irving had a
good day against his detractors, the newspapers
published nothing, whereas when a witness for Lipstadt
offered a scathing denunciation of Irving, coverage
magically resumed in detail.
The establishment media see their mission as shoring
up “correct” beliefs rather than reporting the news fully
and freely, encouraging vigorous competition between
rival viewpoints and healthy skepticism toward the
dogmas of church, state and synagogue. In this respect,
they are the very organs of propaganda, something they
decry when practiced by Serbia, Syria, Iran and other
“rogue states”.
In addition to being savaged by the Fourth Estate,
Irving has come in for criticism from revisionist
colleagues, largely because he represented himself in the
non-jury trial and because he chose not to call revisionist
experts as witnesses, with the exception of evolutionary
psychologist Kevin MacDonald (author of a trilogy on
the Jewish mentality and its survival strategies) and an
involuntary witness, Sir John Keegan, who grudgingly
testified to Irving’s competence as a military historian (a
fact seconded by Gray in his judgement).
The fugitive German scientist Germar Rudolf, who
last autumn lectured at a revisionist-history conference in
Ohio organized by Irving, writes:
“David Irving refused to present Germar Rudolf as
an expert witness. Here is the price he has to pay for it:
He lost his lawsuit, and has to pay $3.2 million (AP) or
even $4.5 million (Reuters).
“Justice Gray made it pretty clear that refusing to
present Rudolf as a witness forced him to reject Irving’s
law suit.…
[JR: Lipstadt’s expert witnesses must have been
hard pressed to stay as neutral as they did, in the
face of the inducements offered them: Christopher
Browning, the only real expert among them, was
paid £27,632 by Professor Lipstadt and Penguin
Books, Ltd. His fee was bettered, however, by teamleader Professor Richard Evans: £70,181. Dr. Peter
Longerich drew £76,195. Professor Hajo Funke, the
Berlin University’s glittering and totally objective
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expert on the German far right was paid £92,558.
And then there is Professor of Architecture Robert
Jan Van Pelt, who was paid £109,244. Irving,
however, could not afford to bring in and pay for
witnesses.]
…There is no question that Irving crafted a highly
individualistic, even eccentric attack on the libeler and
her publisher (Penguin Books) and that his strategy
contained flaws and shortcomings.
But his single-handed performance in court was
consistently magnificent and the gallery was frequently
bowled over by his near total recall of the most minute
details and recondite facts of the military history of the
Second World War.
Under relentless assault for two months, including
material researched by a Cambridge University professor
who was paid to pore over every line Irving ever wrote,
Irving was seldom short of a credible retort or a telling
bon mot and maintained his composure and credibility
thoughout intensive cross-examination by the lead
barrister for the defendant, Richard Rampton.…
…Irving may have impoverished himself for life and
may not have dotted every “i” nor crossed every “t” in
the course of his trial, but thanks to his prodigious
memory, work ethic, command of the primary source
materials and personal courage, he astonished courtroom
observers and reporters alike by putting before the Judge
a giant portion of contrarian historical research of the
first order; research which the establishment has decreed
can’t exist.
Moreover, his audience was not limited to the Royal
Court of Justice in London’s Strand, or even to those
dependent on the spoon-fed pabulum of the New York
Times and CNN. Though there have been others online,
the Irving-Lipstadt trial is the first virtual trial of this
proportion and significance thanks to Irving’s highly
professional web-site, where the entire transcript was
posted weekly and read, without editorial omission or
falsification, independent of the system’s journalistic
filters.…
…Even though the high priests of Holocaustianity
won the legal case, they are very well aware that damage
was done to their historical case due to the existence of
an independent Internet source of trial news and daily
transcripts at: < http://www.fpp.co.uk/Legal/Penguin/
PenguinIndex.html >.
[JR: What more can be said—it was a stacked deck!
The damage to David Irving’s reputation in the
academic world as well as his finances will continue.
He doesn’t have any wealthy benefactors brave
enough to step forward due to their fears of also
being tagged as “racist and anti-Semitic” by THE
controllers. This is also a warning to all challengers!
“They” are in control and all others must comply
with their rules without question.]

form of governance.
As a record number of Oglala Lakota elders and
traditionalists from other reservations filed into the Billy
Mills Hall in Pine Ridge Agency, there was an
overwhelming sense of hope and determination in the air.
The Grass Roots Oyate contend that the IRA system,
forced upon indigenous nations in the early 1930s, was
the U.S. Government’s attempt to assimilate Native
Americans into the “White society”. Many traditionalists
have referred to the IRA as a slow, silent form of
genocide of native people. Grass Roots’ spokespeople
addressed tribal members with words of encouragement
and provided a history lesson on inherent treaty rights.
They stated that “… the present IRA Government is a
long train of abuses and usurpations against the common
people and they have established an absolute tyranny
over this great Oglala Lakota Nation”. One elder agreed
by stating: “Enough is enough! While the United States
is considered the “richest” nation in the world, our
people are living without food and indoor plumbing.
The BIA knows this and they continue to push this IRA
system.”
A 28-member panel has been established to
administrate the transition to a traditional form of
governance. The panel, officially referred to as the
“General Council of the Grass Roots Oglala Lakota
Nation”, includes elders from various “tiospayes”
(extended family—community) that will be headed up
the Tribe’s Chief, Oliver Red Cloud. Traditional law
dictates general consensus on major issues. It will be the
responsibility of the General Council members to take
proposed issues back to their respective tiospayes for
approval.
Red Cloud, who has led the 93-day occupation of
the Tribe’s administration building, is the great, great
grandson of the famous Oglala Chief Red Cloud.
Speaking in his native Lakota language to the General
Council, he stated that, “The Oglala Lakota have
withstood harsh diversities forced upon them by the
Europeans. The only constant we know is change. The
return to traditional law will take time, but this change
is our destiny. We must work together and regain our
trust in one another, because we are all related. It is the
only hope we have to protect our spirituality and
language for our takoja (grandchildren).”
Oglala Sioux Tribal President Harold Salway sat
humbly before the General Council and solemnly pledged
to remove himself from the IRA system and walk with
the traditional people to a better way of life.
The first action taken by the General Council was to
file a petition to the Tribal Court to freeze all tribal
funds in an effort to safeguard them from further
misappropriation and embezzlement by IRA officials.
Preliminary audit findings of the Tribe’s 1999 General
Fund show a lopsided view of the Tribe’s assets vs.
liabilities. The report shows that the Tribe’s FY99
ended with an asset deficit of $1,453,615.00 and
liabilities of $482,663.00. In late 1999, the IRA Tribal
Council had sought to obtain a bond bailout of $8
million to pay off a previous bond and give the Tribe
additional working capital. Although the 1989 bond was
ushered in without general tribal consensus, concerned
tribal members refused to allow for another bond bailout.
According to the Grass Roots Oyate, that is when the
people started raising questions about spending and
accountability. When Tribal Treasurer Wesley C. Jacobs
and members of the Tribe’s Finance Committee refused
to make financial statements public, the Grass Roots
Oyate was formed. Since the occupation of the Red

GRASS ROOTS OGLALA LAKOTA OYATE DECLARE
INDEPENDENCE; APPOINT GENERAL COUNCIL!
By “Wild Horse”, 4/19/00
RED CLOUD BUILDING, PINE RIDGE INDIAN
RESERVATION, S.D.—On April 18, 2000, the Grass
Roots Oyate, a large contingency of traditionalists,
gathered for a mass meeting in Pine Ridge Agency to
declare their sovereign immunity and appoint a
traditional governing body, under the guidelines of the
1868 Fort Laramie Treaty and their independence from
the oppressive IRA (1934 Indian Reorganization Act)
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Cloud Building began, IRA officials have been in a
spending frenzy, helping themselves and their families to
the Oyate’s money.
When the Tribe’s Head Judge, Patrick Lee was
informed that elder members of the Grass Roots Oyate
were planning to hand-carry the petition to the Court
House, Lee granted administrative leave to all Court
employees, locked the building and left for his home in
Rapid City, SD. Dismayed by Lee’s actions, the Grass
Roots Oyate reminded the large crowd that Judge Lee
was elected through the IRA system and will not be a
part of the traditional “wakinconzas” judicial system.
The General Council passed a resolution to fire IRAappointed attorney Richard Erie and demand his removal
from the reservation. Upon General Council approval,
members of the Tokala Society began searching for Erie,
who was reported to have been seen in Pine Ridge
Agency. He fled in his vehicle, with Tokalas and Tribal
Police in tow. He was apprehended as he attempted to
seek refuge in Kathy Ecoffey’s office at the tribal
hospital. He and his wife were escorted off the
reservation. Grass Roots Oyate question why Erie would
run to Mrs. Ecoffey for sanctuary. Ecoffey is the wife
of BIA Superintendent Robert Ecoffey. Superintendent
Ecoffey has repeatedly stated that he has no allegiance to
Erie, Jacobs or the Tribal Council and contends that he
has no conflict of interest.
Since the onset of the occupation, there appears to
be a national media blackout on the historic events
taking place here. IRA Tribal Council members have
attempted to ban the Grass Roots Oyate from speaking
on the Tribe’s radio station, KILI FM radio. Recently,
a national radio program called National Native News
refused to report on Grass Roots’ actions, citing that
“the Grass Roots Oyate had no authority to form a
traditional government”. Grass Roots’ media
coordinator Dale Looks Twice stated, “This is a blatant
form of censorship. Media organizations have no right
to editorialize reports and should remain impartial.”
Through trials and tribulations, the Grass Roots
Oyate remain unified and strong. They have gained
international attention and support by using non-violent
methods to effectively change their governance system.
They appreciate all of the support they have received
from around the world and encourage other indigenous
tribes to unite with them in their struggle for sovereignty.
For further information, please contact Floyd Hand
or Media Coordinator Dale Looks Twice at (605) 8675303. On the Internet, check out:
http://members.tripod.com/GrassRootsOyate
HOME $WEET HOME
By Catherine Edwards, Insight Magazine, 4/7/00
…Where do the banks get all the money they
provide for the many thousands of prospective
homeowners? Enter Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. No,
they aren’t Johnnie’s childhood friends who struck it
rich. Fannie Mae is the Federal National Mortgage
Association and Freddie Mac is the Federal Home Loan
Mortgage Corp.—a pair of Government-Sponsored
Enterprises, or GSEs, created by Congress to provide
liquidity in the secondary-mortgage market with the
mission of ensuring that Americans have affordable
housing.
And they have struck it rich. From modest
beginnings, these ventures have become two of the most
profitable enterprises in the world, with earnings last
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year in the billions of dollars. Money like that gets
attention.
Not only have the GSEs made huge profits of late,
they also have racked up massive amounts of debt; to be
exact, $1.89 trillion last year.
As politicians promise to pay down the national
debt, critics have expressed concern about this
burgeoning GSE debt and the fact that soon Fannie Mae
and Freddie Mac will have assumed the risk for more
than half of all U.S. home mortgages. A downturn in the
economy could result in a huge bailout bill for U.S.
taxpayers, critics say, much like the savings-and-loan
crisis a decade ago that cost taxpayers $500 billion.
As the economy soars like a balloon, voices in
Congress and among Government-watchdog groups are
calling for stricter oversight and a potential overhaul of
these wealthy, quasi-public corporations. They note that
what should be a business is so political that the
President appoints five members to Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac’s boards. In fact, Fannie Mae Chief
Executive Officer Franklin Raines has been touted as a
possible running mate for Al Gore.
Raines was Director of President Clinton’s Office of
Management and Budget, or OMB. In his first year at
Fannie Mae, he was paid more than $4 million and had
almost $6 million in unexercised stock options. It was
a nice raise from the $130,000 he received as Director of
OMB. Other top brass also received astoundingly high
remuneration.…
…Is some loyal politico in need of big money?
Well, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac are generous
political sinecures. Outgoing Fannie Mae chief James
Johnson was Walter Mondale’s Campaign Chairman and
received $12 million in cash as he exited, not to mention
stock options. Jamie Gorelick was Attorney General
Janet Reno’s No. 2 at Justice and received at least $2
million in cash, again not including stock options, to
grease things for Fannie Mae on Capitol Hill.…
…Fannie Mae was created in 1938 by Congress to
boost home ownership during the Depression and at first
was authorized to buy only FHA (Federal Housing
Authority) loans and to help overcome barriers to the
flow of credit into the housing market. In 1968,
Congress made Fannie Mae quasi-private, authorizing it
to sell stock on Wall Street but allowing it to maintain
its Government benefits. Two years later, Congress
created Freddie Mac, reasoning that Fannie Mae needed
some competition and the rivalry would make both
better.
So Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac buy mortgages
from lenders and in turn provide the lenders with cash to
make more and more mortgages available to prospective
homeowners. The two companies then bundle and sell
the mortgages in packages called mortgage-backed
securities, or MBS, to investors looking for a secured
and profitable place to put their money. The Office of
Housing and Urban Development, or HUD, was tasked
with mission oversight and in the early 90s, Congress
established the Office of Federal Housing Enterprise
Oversight, or OFHEO, to ensure GSE soundness and act
as safety regulator.
What about those special Government benefits? The
Congressional Budget Office, or CBO, estimates the
GSEs have an implied Government subsidy of $6 billion.
They have been exempted from local and state taxes and
are not required to register their securities—a
requirement that costs other giant corporations billions—
with the Securities and Exchange Commission. In
addition, they have a $2.25 billion line-of-credit at the

U.S. Treasury, which assures investors that the Treasury
will buy up to $2.25 billion of their debt obligations.
The thing is, $2.25 billion isn’t a lot of money anymore,
like it was when the line-of-credit was established in
1957—and especially when Fannie Mae and Freddie
Mac’s debt is in the trillions of dollars. These benefits
amount to a AAA credit rating and lower borrowing
costs.
According to CBO, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac
pass on only $4 billion of the $6 billion implied
Government subsidy to home buyers. The remaining $2
billion of that subsidy is shared among stockholders,
lobbyists and corporate executives. The CBO estimates
that 40 percent of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac’s
earnings result from their Government sponsorship.…
…“As we pay down the national debt through the
repurchase of Government bonds, investors have been
searching the markets for similar low-risk investment
options. GSEs, like Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, have
been positioning themselves as an alternative to federally
backed bonds,” wrote Hoekstra. As the Treasury
manages amortization of the debt, Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac bonds could replace Treasuries as the credit
market’s benchmark.
Fannie Mae spokesman Jeffers did not deny this but
tells Insight that the Fannie Mae debt is backed by
mortgages whose assets are houses—“the safest
investment there is”. He says: “Obviously, investors are
looking for different options, given the reduced issuance
of Treasury securities following the decrease in the
national debt. Fannie Mae benchmark notes offer an
alternative; they are considered reliable and liquid.” But
continuing volatility on Wall Street may yet prove that
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac are not as safe as they like
to appear.
U.S. Treasury securities are guaranteed by the full
faith and credit of the U.S. Government. The GSE debt
is not, but capital markets behave as if it were. Investors
traditionally have interpreted Fannie Mae and Freddie
Mac’s Government ties and Treasury line-of-credit to
mean, as a practical matter, that they, indeed, are backed
by the full faith and credit of the taxpayers, calling it an
“implied Government guarantee”.…
…“I am in no way hostile to Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac,” says Senate Banking Committee
Chairman Phil Gramm of Texas. “But I think going
back and looking at the degree to which the taxpayer is
on the hook in guaranteeing these loans—I think the time
has come to do that.”
A report issued by the American Enterprise Institute,
“Nationalizing Mortgage Risk”, by Peter Wallison and
Bert Ely, warns that taxpayers, indeed, will suffer
significant repercussions from what they term the
“uncontrolled growth of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac”.
Wallison, a former Treasury General Counsel, says the
solution is to privatize the GSEs or put them back on
budget like other federal agencies. Financial consultant
Ely says the failure of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac
would create turmoil in the financial markets, forcing the
taxpayers to bail them out at horrendous expense.…
…Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac found themselves in
the hot seat again this spring when HUD Secretary
Andrew Cuomo charged that they don’t do enough to
help low-income buyers. Raines challenged HUD’s data,
then Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac announced in midMarch that they’d do better and earmarked $2 trillion
during the next 10 years for loans to minorities, families
headed by women, new immigrants and other underserved consumers.
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But those who want to change the situation will have
an uphill battle. Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac spend a
fortune on advertising and lobbying Washington power
brokers. They place full-page ads almost weekly in the
Washington Post at $34,000 apiece. Meanwhile, Fannie
Mae spent $6 million on lobbyists last year and political
contributions from Fannie Mae staff totaled almost
$70,000 at the end of 1999, 75 percent of it going to
Democrats.
“You have to watch out with those two, if you
challenge them,” a congressional staffer advises Insight.
“Even though they enjoy Government benefits, they’ll
come after you. “
[JR: Talk about S&L déja vu. You have
Government-sponsored corporations, run by political
appointees, with Government subsidies of $6 billion
a year. Fanny Mae and Freddie Mac also have a
line-of-credit at the U.S. Treasury (our debt
depository) of $2.25 billion. They pay no taxes and
their securities are unregistered at the SEC and,
worst of all, they now have run up a debt in the
TRILLIONS. What a financial nightmare on the
backs of us taxpayers! Wake up, dreamers! THIS IS
REALITY TIME!]
SKY SPECTACLE
PROVIDES FODDER FOR DOOMSAYERS
Chicago Tribune, 4/6/00
LOS ANGELES (AP)—Next month, the Sun and
six of the planets will line up like cosmic billiard balls
in a configuration that doomsayers warn could shift the
Earth’s poles, trigger earthquakes, ruin the stock market
and usher in the Age of Aquarius, if anyone survives.
Astronomers also are bracing for the May 5-16
alignment, but not out of fear that their observatories will
crumble.
They will be busy debunking the end-of-the-world
predictions, just as they did when the planets lined up in
1982, 1962 and about every 20 years before that. They
will have to do it again in 2020, also.
“If people are determined to be anxious about
something, I think it would be a lot better if they were
anxious about their driving on the freeways,” said E.C.
Krupp, Director of the Griffith Observatory in Los
Angeles.
The alignment will involve the Sun, Mercury, Venus,
Earth, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn, and it will come just
when you thought it was safe to ditch those Y2K
survival kits.
The May show won’t even be visible because it will
be obscured by the Sun’s glare. So, if there is to be any
earthly excitement, it will have to come from all those
quakes, tidal waves and volcanoes.
On Thursday, in a celestial preview, Mars, Jupiter
and Saturn will appear close in the sky as they march
toward the grand alignment. The crescent Moon will be
crammed into the same area.
“It’s very pretty,” said Dennis Mammana,
astronomer at San Diego’s Reuben H. Fleet Science
Center. “I think that’s the limit to the significance of
this thing.”
Astrologers, though, say the May planetary
alignment signals a change from the Age of Pisces to the
Age of Aquarius. And that’s not a good thing.
The “pileup of energy” is going to lead to “some
very serious reversals in the stock market”, said
astrologer Norman Arens. He also predicts cataclysmic
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quakes, floods and volcanoes, as well as a movement
away from 2,000-year-old Christian principles.
Mammana countered that nobody ever has been able
to explain how rocks in space can influence lives.
[JR: What has the stock market got to do with an
alignment of planets—unless this is to give the Elite
an excuse? I don’t know who is the worst for
speculation—the naysayer or the doomsayer. Other
sources say the alignment includes Neptune and
Uranus (a rare occurrence every 45,200 years, and
those sources omit Jupiter and Saturn). Our positive
thoughts can diminish cataclysmic events, and
remember—GOD, too, has a Plan 2000.]

Treasury Secretary Lawrence Summers said the
Administration’s failure to win passage of a $210
million supplementary appropriation for debt relief hasn’t
slowed its progress.
“We have not been constrained by a lack of
resources,” he said, “but it is one we could face if
Congress doesn’t move forward with the appropriation
soon.”
The bill passed the House, but was tacked to an
“emergency” appropriation that has brought about its
delay. Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott (R-Miss.) has
balked at the price tag.
Another problem has been the new strings the IMF
attached to its debt-relief packages. To qualify for debt
relief, a country must come up with so-called povertyreduction strategies to ensure that the savings from debt
relief go for human services—not military expenditures
to entrench regimes or support a bloated civil service.
“There is a tension between the need to move with
speed and the need for countries to develop growth
strategies that their countries believe in,” Fischer said.
“Everyone wants the debt relief to be used productively.”
Stepping up the pace of poor-country debt relief will
be a major point of discussion among the seven leading
industrialized nations that meet Saturday, and during the
IMF and World Bank meetings that will take place
Sunday and Monday, respectively. Those meetings will
be ringed by thousands of demonstrators from around the
globe.
Meanwhile, Germany announced Thursday that it
will forgive 100 percent of its bilateral debt as part of
the IMF’s heavily-indebted-poor-country initiative.
Germany said almost 30 countries would benefit from
the measure.
Earlier in the week, Japan announced it will
contribute up to $190 million to the IMF trust fund for
that initiative.
[JR: Neither President Wolfensohn of the World
Bank nor the IMF wish to make any concessions on
the issues presented here. Their policy is to take
away any and all assets of those countries and make
sure these debtor nations never get out of debt and
forever remain in poverty. GOD will help anyone
who will work to do things a better way. We just
have to believe we can.]

SOUTH AFRICAN BITTERLY
CRITICIZES IMF POLICIES
By Merrill Goozner, Chicago Tribune, 4/14/00
WASHINGTON—On Sunday, Trevor Ngwane, a
39-year-old city councilor from Soweto Township in
South Africa, will be among the protesters outside the
International Monetary Fund meeting.
He’s traveled thousands of miles because of the
havoc huge foreign debts have inflicted on his country.
Paying off the $40 billion-plus debt inherited from
the apartheid Government is now the second largest
expense of the South African Government, exceeded only
by education.
So instead of building health clinics in his
impoverished township, the Government is selling off
zoos and libraries to stay in the good graces of the IMF.
Ngwane has watched helplessly as privatized electric
and water utilities cut service to squatter homes to adhere
to World Bank policies designed to put those utilities on
sound financial footing.
“Many of those loans were used to buy weapons and
suppress the people during apartheid,” Ngwane said.
“So we are paying twice for it—once with our lives, and
now with an inability to fund critical social services.”
Led by an international campaign known as Jubilee
2000, public officials and Non-Government
Organizations from the developing world are calling for
the IMF, the World Bank and foreign-aid lenders such as
the U.S., Europe and Japan to cancel $100 billion in
Third World debt. Many of those loans were wasted by
corrupt governments and military dictatorships, or went
to failed development projects that never generated the
expected benefits for local economies.
For most of the 1990s, the IMF and World Bank
insisted governments of developing countries make
payments on those debts as a condition of receiving new
loans.
The payments often displaced spending on health,
education and other vital social services, the groups say.
In the last year, the IMF and World Bank heeded the
call of Jubilee 2000 and other groups and launched a
program to forgive some of those debts. But according
to some of the people organizing protests here this
weekend, the program has bogged down.
Only five of the 40 countries targeted for the initial
round of debt relief have qualified under IMF guidelines.
Some of those nations are still waiting for the funds to
be released. Stanley Fischer, acting Managing Director
of the IMF, said the promised relief “still hasn’t been
paid for”.
While the IMF has sold some of its gold reserves to
fund debt relief, the U.S. has failed to come up with $210
million that represents its share of this year’s program.

WORLD BANK CHIEF DEFENDS RECORD
AS CRITICISMS GROW MORE POINTED
By Merrill Goozner, Chicago Tribune, 4/13/00
WASHINGTON—On the eve of protests against
International Monetary Fund and World Bank policies in
the developing world, Bank President James Wolfensohn
on Wednesday rejected calls for sweeping change, saying
his institution shares the same goal as the protesters:
alleviation of poverty.
The activists, many of them members of the Seattle
protests that disrupted last fall’s World Trade
Organization meeting, accuse both institutions of
promoting projects and government reforms that have
worsened economic conditions in the world’s poorest
countries.
They are seeking the cancellation of all Third World
debts held by the Bank [What “debts”? No real money
(value) was ever loaned—only the stolen credit of
sovereign citizens which, incidentally, will be converted
to true value (real property and hard assets) by the
banksters, upon foreclosure.] and an end to lending for
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projects that they contend harm the environment while
failing to promote positive economic development.
Labor activists say the World Bank and IMF have
fostered anti-union policies in the developing world while
ignoring human-rights abuses, especially in countries like
China, the Bank’s second largest loan recipient.
The protesters aren’t the only ones raising questions.
While they won’t be found on the streets this
weekend, conservative critics say the two institutions’
bailout programs contributed to the magnitude of the
1997-98 global financial crises that rolled across East
Asia and eventually engulfed Russia and Brazil.
A commission organized by the House and Senate’s
Joint Economic Committee released a study last month
calling for the revamping of IMF and World Bank
lending guidelines.
The majority on the commission would limit the
IMF to helping only countries in a short-term crisis and
would eliminate long-term World Bank lending in favor
of grants designed to draw private capital into the lessdeveloped world.
While the Clinton Administration supported some of
the commission’s recommendations, it opposed its core
message that the two institutions’ basic approach to
crisis and development lending should be changed.
At an impassioned press conference Wednesday,
Wolfensohn rejected criticisms coming from the right
and the left.
“I’m against radical reforms and closing things
down,” he said. “I worry about tearing down the
institutions at a time when the poverty challenges are the
greatest.”
The World Bank and IMF were created in 1944 to
help War-torn Europe rebuild its economy.
With that task accomplished, the international
financial institutions shifted their focus to promoting
economic growth and alleviating poverty in the
developing world.
Their effectiveness has been questioned in recent
years.
Starting in the 1980s and with increasing frequency
in the 1990s, the less-developed nations of Latin
America and Africa have watched their economies
stagnate, while their exports became less competitive in
global markets.
Meanwhile, a series of increasingly virulent financial
crises engulfed countries including Mexico, Thailand and
South Korea.
Nearly 5 billion of the world’s population lives in
abject poverty, with living conditions worse than a
decade ago.
While the World Bank and IMF can hardly be
blamed [SAY, WHAT?!] for the civil wars and
government corruption that have held back economic
progress in many of the countries they sought to help,
the two agencies did little to end them either.
A General Accounting Office survey released last
week gave mixed reviews to the World Bank’s anticorruption campaign launched in 1996.
GAO auditors noted one country where 30
corruption allegations were reported to local World Bank
officials but were never reported to a special oversight
committee.
Wolfensohn said the World Bank has begun
implementing internal reforms aimed at meeting some of
the demands of protesters and critics.
The Bank plans to substantially cut back its
involvement in so-called structural-adjustment lending to
countries in crisis, which has often resulted in the
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imposition of austerity budgets and cutbacks in fuel
subsidies and spending on health, education and social
services.
“In the future, crisis management is much more
likely to be in the hands of the [International Monetary]
Fund, and development activity in the hands of the
Bank,” he said.
He rejected complaints that the Bank operates in
secrecy and ignores the Non-Government Organizations
that have become a significant social force in the
developing world.
“We have an enormous program—75 percent of
country assistance is now done with input from civil
society,” he said.
Wolfensohn, an investment banker on Wall Street
before joining the World Bank, said the protests have
already affected morale among the bank’s 10,000
employees. [Golly, it’s going to be difficult sleeping—
knowing that!].
“It’s demoralizing when you’re questioned about
social justice, when you think that is what you’re doing
every day,” he said.
[JR: Watch out for the Khazar Wolfensohn, who is
“…worried about tearing down institutions when
poverty challenges are the greatest”. He contradicts
his concerns when he rejects the criticisms directed
at him and the World Bank. Mr. Wolfensohn and
Klinton will both deter any changes to lending and
development, which are core issues with the
protesters.]

“well nigh impossible to do”.
The trouble is, as the NSA acknowledges, that while
the Agency lacks the power its critics allege, its ability
to listen to private communications is still formidable.
Further, while the Agency specifically avoids
targeting Americans, there are frequent exceptions, and
some communications involving Americans fall into the
Agency’s net.
The public defense before the House Select
Intelligence Committee comes amid sharp criticism from
European allies and negative publicity at home over an
extensive spying program called Echelon.
A special report by the European Parliament alleges
that Echelon is a giant information vacuum cleaner, in
which U.S. intelligence, along with counterparts in
Canada, Britain, Australia and New Zealand, delves into
private e-mails, confidential industrial files and virtually
every cell-phone call.
The critics allege the intercepts are sifted not only
for indications of terrorism, espionage and other
misdeeds but also for industrial secrets that might be
valuable to U.S. companies for competitive reasons.…
…In the U.S., a coalition of conservative lawmakers,
Internet enthusiasts and civil libertarians is pressing for
more congressional hearings into whether [or not] the
nation’s spies have gone too far.
“If the scope of Echelon is as large as has been
reported, it may be that NSA is effectively engaged in
communications surveillance of Americans that dwarfs
that done by the FBI and other domestic law-enforcement
agencies,” the American Civil Liberties Union wrote to
lawmakers recently.
Rep. Bob Barr (R-Ga.), who has led the push for
hearings, told the Select Intelligence Committee on
Wednesday that the NSA has not been subject to close
scrutiny since the mid-1970s, when investigations
disclosed that the Agency had spied on Americans
protesting the Vietnam War.
“Our citizens are left with a feeling of unease,” Barr
said. Without stronger safeguards, he said, “abuse can
happen in an instant and continue for some time.”…
…NSA officials, for example, do not publicly
discuss Echelon, even though the existence of the secret
eavesdropping program has been disclosed in declassified
U.S. Government documents.
“We live in a society that distrusts power and
secrecy and, guess what, we’ve got power and secrecy,”
said a senior NSA official.…
…“There is another side to this,” said Rep. Porter
Goss (R-Fla.), who said restrictions on the Agency
should not result in “tying our hands or making our job
[of collecting intelligence] impossible”.
The intelligence community does not help U.S.
corporations, not only because it is against the law but
also because the Agency has far too much to do simply
keeping its Government “customers”—the President,
State Department and Pentagon—informed of key
intelligence developments, Hayden said.
The NSA does sometimes target Americans for
intelligence collection, if they are involved in drug
trafficking, terrorism [typical U.S. Government agents’
activities] or are working for a foreign power, he said.
Hayden said the NSA “routinely” passes on to the
FBI and other law-enforcement agencies information
involving Americans who may be involved in terrorism
or the drug trade.
To date, neither the Justice Department nor a special
federal court for approving wiretaps has rejected any
NSA request to collect intelligence involving

AGENCY DENIES BIG BROTHER CHARGE
By John Diamond, Chicago Tribune, 4/13/00
WASHINGTON—The super-secret National
Security Agency listens. Rarely, if ever, does the spy
agency talk—until now.
Faced with charges from Europe and in the United
States that it has grown into a faceless behemoth prying
into private lives, the NSA on Wednesday broke out of
its secretive shell to deny the charges and defend its
mission.
The public-relations campaign, unprecedented for an
agency whose very name was once a state secret, reached
new levels as the Air Force General who runs the
eavesdropping service testified in open session before a
House oversight committee.
Air Force Lt. Gen. Michael Hayden, Director of the
NSA, denied charges that his multibillion-dollar agency
has become a nosy Big Brother, reading all our e-mails
and listening in on all our phone calls, as well as spying
overseas on behalf of corporate America.
“All of these claims are false or misleading,”
Hayden said. “It is not technically possible to collect all
electronic communications everywhere in the world on an
indiscriminate basis.”
The Agency operates under oversight from Congress
and the executive branch and it maintains a culture in
which employees “are absolutely imbued with their
personal responsibility” to respect the privacy of
Americans, he said.
While defenders of the NSA point to strict laws
limiting spying on Americans, the Agency appears to be
crying, “Trust us.”
“Is it theoretically possible for us to use that
capability in ways that are prohibited? I would have to
say yes,” Hayden said. But he said that laws and the
Agency’s desire to gain public confidence make that
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Americans.…
…The technology that critics say is being used to
invade privacy actually protects it by automatically
flagging intercepts that involve Americans, so they can
be kept out of intelligence reports, he said.…
…The context for the spy agency’s public campaign
goes beyond the recent spate of public criticism and
encompasses the NSA’s concern that erosion of public
confidence will lead to its emerging mission being
curtailed.
The NSA is essentially the “ears” of the U.S.
intelligence community.
It is an organization of 40,000 employees.
Its budget, though classified, is an estimated $4
billion, according to Matthew Aid, author of a detailed
study of the NSA.…
…The Agency fears that if the public and Congress
believe the NSA is abusing its power, it will not get the
support it needs to modernize.
“The intelligence community must have the
confidence of the American public to ensure that we
have an aggressive intelligence capability,” CIA Director
George Tenet told the committee.
[JR: NSA reassurances that they respect the privacy
rights of Americans constitute a public-relations
snow job. There is no authority that is going to
reign-in the power of the Agency, whose very name
was once a state secret. Its true power is unknown
and its secrets are buried too deep to ever see the
light of any oversight committee. They will allocate
the $4 billion plus each year for the NSA—or else.]
BREAKING NEWS: GULF WAR ILLNESS
By Paul M. Rodriguez, Insight Magazine, 4/3/00
After months of what many in Congress and the
General Accounting Office have dubbed stonewalling by
the Defense Department, the Pentagon has now told Rep.
Jack Metcalf that it will conduct a full-scale review of a
peer-reviewed research project by the prestigious Tulane
School of Medicine involving the odd discovery of
squalene antibodies in the bloodstream of sick Gulf Warera vets—those who served in action and those who
never left the United States during that conflict.
In a late-March letter to Metcalf, Washington
Republican Dr. Sue Bailey from DOD’s Health Affairs
Office informed the congressman—for the first time—
that DOD also will amend one of its web pages devoted
to the Tulane study and place into context the results of
this ground-breaking research by Dr. Robert Garry and
Tennessee immunologist Dr. Pam Asa, who first raised
the issue of squalene as being a possible cause of the
malady known as Gulf War Illness.
DOD had slammed the research—even before it was
peer reviewed earlier this year and, certainly since—thus
causing much anger among a number of bipartisan
members of the House and Senate (see related articles on
Insight’s web page). Bailey, in a one-page letter to
Metcalf, said the DOD web page would be corrected to
give the researchers the benefit of doubt on their work,
pending further review by outside experts.
The Anthrax Vaccine Immunization Program’s website will be modified to read as follows: “Whether or not
this test has any clinical meaning will be settled by
medical experts over time. For now, it is sufficient to
recognize the conclusions of the authors: ‘It is important
to note that our laboratory-based investigations do not
establish that squalene was added as adjuvant to any
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vaccine used in military or other personnel who served in
the Persian Gulf War era.’”
This is a significant statement by DOD, insofar as it
previously has branded the research nothing but bunk and
junk—and so stated such to GAO on numerous occasions
when the congressional watchdog agency sought to get
answers concerning the Tulane study, which found the
strange antibodies in sick Gulf War-era soldiers troubling.
Tulane has never said that the military used squalene
as an adjuvant in any immunizations given to troops, but
by its research has raised substantial questions as to how
this powerful medical enhancer might be showing up in
sick soldiers, whose only link across racial, sex and location
standards is that veterans received their full complement of
inoculations.
DOD’s position has been all along that because it never
used squalene in any shots, the Tulane study must be faulty
and/or showing an extraordinary reaction in sick humans
for unexplained reasons. An adjuvant is a substance used
to make medicine work faster and better. The only U.S.approved adjuvant is alum and, while squalene is a
promising new adjuvant, it is prohibited for use in
humans—except in the case of cutting-edge experimental
trials.
Dr. Bailey also revealed for the first time to Metcalf
that besides a National Academy of Sciences, Institute of
Medicine, review of the Tulane research work, DOD has
convened a special subcommittee of the Armed Forces
Epidemiological Board to review and critique this new body
of work that may help explain some of the reasons why so
many vets are sick. And, perhaps, get an answer as to why
so many vets who never left the United States—but who got
their full complement of shots—are experiencing similar
sicknesses as those vets who served overseas during the
War.
Although Bailey did not give a date certain for the
Armed Forces Epidemiological Board review, she told
Metcalf that the IOM review is expected about August of
this year.
A spokesman for Metcalf, echoing the comments by
other members of Congress who have been pursuing this
issue, told Insight that Bailey’s latest communications [are]
“good news. But it’s only a start to finding out why so
many soldiers are sick.”
The Tulane research involved not just sick vets but also
healthy soldiers and civilians, plus people known to have
participated in clinical trials involving experimental uses of
squalene. Moreover, Tulane also has in cold storage a large
sampling of blood supplies going back to the early 1990s
that was drawn by the Army’s Walter Reed Medicial Center
from both healthy and sick soldiers. In virtually all its
tests, Tulane found that only sick soldiers who got their
shots showed the strange antibodies to squalene. Though
the substance is naturally occurring in the human body, Dr.
Garry has said it would be nearly impossible for antibodies
to squalene to be produced from a human’s own squalene,
given that all known tests cannot reproduce such an oddity
in science.
Garry and his colleagues have repeatedly stated that
while they don’t know why the antibodies are showing up,
they exist and now there is a valid test for the Government
to use to determine why.
The GAO has attempted to get answers on squalene
following a series of reports in Insight Magazine, which
first raised the troubling issues posed by Tulane’s early,
unpublished research. Though it could find no widespread
usage, GAO (as was Insight) was first told no such
substance was ever used under any circumstances by the
military, only to find out later that, in fact, DOD has been

experimenting with squalene for a number of years.
The result of such waffling and misdirected statements
has raised skepticism among many in Congress and within
military ranks. GAO has called on DOD to begin full-scale
testing of Tulane’s work and last year, Congress approved
money for such initial medicinal trials. Until Dr. Bailey’s
letter to Metcalf, however, DOD has resisted conducting
such studies.
[JR: When these vets were given their original series of
shots prior to the Gulf War, you can bet none were told
they were experimental in nature. The DOD has run
out of delays and denials under the weight of mounting
scientific evidence. Where are the charges against those
that lied to Congress? All the vets that are still waiting
and the families of those that have died deserve to see
the complete data on the vaccines from the drug
companies and full disclosure from both the military and
Congress.]
SIX IN NATO UPSET OVER EU CORPS PLAN
By Peter Finn, Washington Post, 4/9/00
WARSAW—The six European NATO members who
do not belong to the European Union are worried that plans
for a new EU military force could weaken the collective
defense provided by the Atlantic alliance.
Poland, Hungary, the Czech Republic, Turkey, Norway
and Iceland are offended that they have been shut out of
initial planning for the EU force, which the 15-member
Union agreed on at a summit in December. The six are
demanding to be included in the project as equal partners,
not only as a matter of principle but also to ensure it
doesn’t damage Europe’s ties to the United States.
According to U.S. and European diplomats, the six
countries support the EU’s plan to develop by 2003 the
ability to deploy up to 60,000 troops within 60 days and
sustain those soldiers in a European operation for up to one
year. But they are insisting, as is the United States, that the
EU force must not become a rival to NATO nor weaken
transatlantic links.
“NATO is the most important and the only platform
for collective defense in Europe,” said Ales Pospisil,
spokesman for the Czech Foreign Affairs Ministry. The EU
plan “must be a complement to NATO, but not an
alternative to NATO. We need to maintain the American
presence in Europe and strengthen transatlantic ties.”
“We support the [EU] idea, the premise,” said Omur
Orhun, Director General of international security affairs at
the Turkish Foreign Affairs Ministry. “The problem
emerges in how to put it into practice. And from a Turkish
perspective, the preservation of the transatlantic link is of
vital importance.”
The concerns of the six are similar to a number of
those expressed by the United States about the EU plan.
Although Washington has long pressed Europe to boost its
military capabilities, Secretary of State Madeleine K.
Albright has warned that the EU force must not
“discriminate” against NATO members that are not in the
EU, must not “decouple” the United States from Europe and
must not “duplicate” NATO structures and capabilities.
The United States, supported to varying degrees by the
six, also wants NATO to have a “right of first refusal” on
any crisis in Europe, allowing the EU force to intervene
militarily, if NATO chooses not to engage. Under such a
scenario, the EU could then draw on assets normally
allocated to NATO, including planning, logistics and
intelligence resources, as well as troops assigned to NATO
in EU countries.
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But a number of EU members, notably France, want
the new EU force to have the power to act independently,
without consultations with NATO, and non-EU NATO
members have been shut out of recent planning sessions.
That has upset the six non-EU European NATO
members because the EU force will almost certainly use
NATO assets and because the six say they want to
participate fully in European-led operations, including
contributing troops. Norway, in particular, has smarted at
the idea that its involvement hasn’t been considered
necessary even though it has a sustained record of
participation in military and peacekeeping operations,
including those in Bosnia and Kosovo, U.S. and Norwegian
officials said.
“It is evident that the EU will not be able to develop,
and it is not necessary to develop, separate forces,” Turkey’s
Orhun said. “The EU will have to resort to NATO
resources and will be using forces already assigned to
NATO. Since these are our collective assets, we all should
be able to participate.”
Turkey has raised the possibility that if it continues to
be excluded, it could work within NATO to block the EU
from using NATO resources. That stance, which is not
shared as forcefully by the other five non-EU members, has
put Turkey on a collision course with France and some
other EU members, who say Turkey wants to make the EU
force a deferential cousin to NATO no matter how much
money Western Europe spends to increase its capabilities.
“The French will never accept a formal hierarchy with
NATO first and the EU second,” said a senior Norwegian
diplomat. “We may need some constructive ambiguity.
NATO will continue to be the main instrument. We would
see that as reality, but we wouldn’t insist on formulating
that reality.”
Momentum for the EU initiative, which followed
various efforts in the past five years to bolster Europe’s
militaries, built after last year’s NATO air war against
Yugoslavia. European countries were embarrassed by their
weak contributions to the campaign, in which U.S. aircraft
flew more than 70 percent of all combat missions.
Backers of the EU plan say they are simply heeding
long-standing U.S. entreaties to beef up their defenses and
ease the U.S. defense burden in Europe. But as the plans
take shape, the non-EU members are worried about what
they see as a long-term desire to reduce American
influence.
“We want a European defense structure in harmony
with America,” a senior Polish diplomat in Warsaw said.
“The French want a structure that is a rival to America, and
that is a serious concern. Some of this is driven by antiAmericanism, and that’s not constructive and not in our
interest… We are talking to French and German diplomats
about our reservations, and they’re asking us if we want to
be a colony of America.”…
…U.S. officials are worried that the four EU hopefuls
are being asked to quiet their concerns about the EU force
to keep their candidacies on track.
“There are some people who are demanding that EU
candidates in Eastern Europe choose somehow between
Europe and the transatlantic relationship,” Assistant
Secretary for European Affairs Marc Grossman told
Congress last month.…
…“There is a lot of tension between Poland and France
on this issue,” a Western diplomat in Warsaw said. “The
French have told the Poles that they are a little too
transatlantic in their outlook and that their future is in
Europe.”
All six non-EU European members of NATO want to
help develop the new force and sit on the distinct military
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and political committees that will govern it.…
[JR: By all appearances, this EU military force is
shaping up to be a replacement for NATO, as it seems
to be France’s agenda to mainly exclude the U.S. and its
influence in European affairs. It’s a declaration of
independence from the dominance of the U.S. and has
nothing to do with saving us money. The U.S. is covertly
behind the inclusion of these six countries and their
demands, especially Turkey, to assure the U.S. has
continued influence on the EU’s military and political
committees.]

chastisement. Israel will still get her requested extra owners.
“The issue itself is definitely one of significant human
$20 billion security aid, no matter how offended we
importance between our current status and our history,” he
pretend to be by her actions.]
said.
In another gallery, Bob and Marsha Silverstein—
DOUBT SHROUDS ART’S A-LIST
Glenview residents who have aunts and uncles who
survived the Holocaust—were celebrating Marsha’s 54th
By K. Scharnberg and E. Neff, Chicago Tribune, 4/13/00
birthday by visiting some of their favorite artworks.
“I was very surprised they had that many pieces with
(AP)—The list of 500 paintings and sculptures released
Wednesday by the Art Institute of Chicago with unknown uncertain histories,” Bob Silverstein said.
Both said that any paintings determined to have been
histories during a period Nazis were plundering art from
looted from Jewish families during the Nazi era should be
Jews would make a magnificent coffee-table book.
It includes two of the most beloved and recognized returned by museums to encourage some measure of justice.
Not everyone agrees, of course, and the debate will
paintings in the museum’s collection: canvasses by Claude
likely be heated as more museums find themselves housing
Monet from his series on haystacks and water lilies.
The list has seven Picassos and a Matisse. There are looted works.
Philip Neale, a philosophy professor at McKendree
Cezannes, Dalis, Mondrians and Miros.
And on a list also released Wednesday by the College in Lebanon, Ill., who was visiting the Art Institute,
Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, there are six had mixed feelings on whether [or not] museums should be
more paintings by Picasso, six by Camille Pissarro, seven required to turn over the artwork.
“I think it should be taken seriously and some measure
by Pierre-Auguste Renoir, seven by Edgar Degas, four more
by Monet, three more by Matisse and two more by Cezanne. of justice should be restored,” he said, “but I don’t know
As two of the nation’s premier art museums on how that applies. It doesn’t seem to me that a museum
Wednesday published lists of hundreds of artworks with which has purchased something in good faith should have
incomplete pedigrees that could have been plundered during to just turn it over.”
The release of the lists on Wednesday coincided with
the Nazi era, it became clear that some of the most visited,
a meeting in New York of the Presidential Advisory
well-loved treasures in America are in question.
And those lists don’t include the hundreds of additional Commission on Holocaust Assets.
During testimony to the Commission, the heads of
works expected to be announced soon by such major
museums as New York’s Museum of Modern Art and the some of America’s top museums pledged to step up their
efforts to comb through thousands of their works for NaziNorth Carolina Museum of Art, among many others.
All the artworks listed Wednesday—some of which looted art and to post any suspect paintings on the Internet.
“The burden of research is absolutely enormous. But
depict images so famous that countless American families
display replicas in their dining and living rooms—have this is a national priority,” testified Malcolm Rogers,
questionable histories because the museums have been Director of Boston’s Museum of Fine Arts.
Elan Steinberg, the outspoken Executive Director of the
unable to determine their whereabouts during the height of
World Jewish Congress, an organization that has long
the Nazi regime.
“Gaps in the provenance (or ownership history) of a sought restitution for Jews who lost priceless art collections
particular work do not necessarily mean that it has been to the Nazis’ pillage, heralded Wednesday’s events as
tainted by World War II,” reads the web page of the Art “milestone achievements”.
But Steinberg, who attended the hearings in New York,
Institute, which released over the Internet its list of the
more than 500 works in question at noon on Wednesday. took issue with one position that several of the museum
“And even in those rare cases in which a work of art has directors took during their testimony. The directors
been in the hands of a dealer or owner known to have been indicated that art [works] determined to be Nazi loot that
involved with illegal wartime activities, additional research remain unclaimed should stay in American museum
collections. That would educate the public not only about
may show that its ownership is not problematic.”
Eileen Harakal, spokeswoman for the Art Institute, said fine art, but also about what happened to European Jews
that the museum immediately will remove from display any during World War II, they said.
“I take offense at that,” Steinberg said. “Jewish art
art that is claimed by Holocaust victims [numbers increase
daily and seem to be proportional to the wealth extorted] looted during the War must be returned to the Jewish
people.”
and/or their families.
Steinberg listed two possible ways to return the art.
“If there was to be a loss, it would be painful,” she
The first would be to hold an auction—much like one that
said, “but the rightful owner is the rightful owner.”
Jewish groups around the country—many of which was held of Nazi-looted art in Austria that generated some
were formed for the sole purpose of gaining restitution for $20 million for distribution to Holocaust survivors in 1996.
The second, Steinberg said, would call for the
victims of the Holocaust—were quick to praise the
development of a museum that would display unclaimed art
museums’ disclosures.
“We welcome this as a very major step forward,” said plundered from Jews.
Such a museum, Steinberg said, would be named the
Gideon Taylor, Executive Vice President of the Conference
Museum of Rescued Art and Literature. The Museum’s
on Jewish Material Claims Against Germany.
Almost immediately, reaction reverberated through the acronym would be MORAL.
Art Institute’s galleries, where many of the paintings in [JR: They got the money, the gold and now the art.
What’s next—the deed to the world?] [Editorial
question hang.
Admiring a group of paintings by Monet on the comment: No, they presently have that also (through
Institute’s second level, Thomas Hart learned that one of worldwide, private central bank extortion scams
the paintings before him—“Stack of Wheat (Thaw, referred to as “fractional-reserve banking” and the
Sunset)”—was on the list. Despite Hart’s passion for like)—so, it will undoubtedly have to be the outright
viewing fine art, the San Francisco native said he would theft of all the natural resources from the other planets
want any looted paintings to be returned to their rightful in our solar system and beyond.]

THIS U.S. RADAR IS NOT ISRAEL’S TO SELL
Chicago Tribune Editorial, 4/14/00
Israel’s plan to sell airborne early warning and control
systems (AWACS) technology to the Chinese has rightly
outraged the Clinton Administration and members of
Congress. Israel may be among the closest of U.S. allies,
but there are times when the U.S. interest should and must
take precedence. This is clearly one of them.
Chinese President Jiang Zemin is in Israel this week
for the first official state visit by a leader of the People’s
Republic of China to the Jewish state. But the visit has
been overshadowed by growing controversy over the
outfitting by Israel Aircraft Industries of a Chinese-owned,
Russian-made Ilyushin-76 aircraft with Israel’s advanced
Phalcon AWACS system, and the PRC option to acquire at
least three more such planes outfitted by Israel for $250
million apiece.
The equipment is thought to be more advanced than
even U.S. and NATO’s E-3 AWACS that achieved a 98percent reliability rate in the 1999 air war over Kosovo.
What’s frightening about the sale is that it would allow
China to use its warplanes much more efficiently in
offensive and defensive operations, eroding America’s
advantage in a future war—Taiwan, for example.
Defense Secretary William Cohen called the sale
“counterproductive” in his recent visit to the Mideast, and
President Clinton raised it in his meeting this week in
Washington with Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Barak. But
the Administration ought to tell Israel it’s unacceptable to
be helping the PRC put U.S. lives at risk.
Israeli officials counter weakly that it is not U.S.
technology they are selling, and the specific radars and
software are homegrown. Perhaps, but that hardly absolves
an ally that collects $3 billion a year in aid from the U.S.
taxpayer. It is almost axiomatic that Israel has derived
much of its technology base in such items from U.S.
economic and military assistance over the years.
It is particularly galling that Israel would ask for
upwards of $20 billion in security aid to offset a proposed
peace deal to return the Golan Heights to Syria—including
AWACS planes—and then proceed with a deal that puts
U.S. forces in Asia potentially in danger.
Israel is in a difficult spot. It claims it cannot abrogate
a contract it signed four years ago with China—when there
was no serious U.S. objection raised to the sale. It also
clearly needs to maintain its strongest alliance with
America, but it justifiably wants to expand alliances with
other states. That’s understandable. But this time it has
shown too much chutzpah. Now, Israel plans to go ahead
with the sale of at least one plane to the PRC and it may
try to compromise on the others. That’s a good start but,
still, one plane too many.
[JR: This editorial feigns indignation, yet there is no
real sense of outrage. Defense Secretary Cohen calls the
Israeli deal counterproductive and offers no sanctions or
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New Gaia Products
Order by Mail

New Gaia Products
P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126

1999 Order Form

** SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES:
FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ,
FOR THE REST OF
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM,
CONTINENTAL USA
WY, NV
$
0-100
$6.00 $
0-100
$8.00
$ 101-200
$7.00 $ 101-200
$9.00
$ 201-300
$8.00 $ 201-300
$10.00
$ 301-400
$9.00 $ 301-400
$11.00
$ 401-500
$10.00 $ 401-500
$12.00
$ 501-600
$11.00 $ 501-600
$13.00

Order by Phone
1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242)
1 (702) 263-5181 FAX

(Please Print)
Name

Date

ALASKA & HAWAII PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES
NOTE:
** For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates.
** For Priority Mail to any locations, please call for rates.
** All Foreign orders, please contact our office in writing
for specific rates as rates vary greatly.
** When ordering cases of product call for shipping rates.

Street Address
City/Town

State/Prov.

Zip Code

Daytime Phone No.
Credit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover)

Expiration Date

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR ORDERS,
PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES AND MAINTENANCE
PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS.

Signature For Credit Card Orders

PRICE

Item

PER UNIT
$ 20.00
16
oz.
GAIANDRIANA LIQUID
32 oz.
$ 40.00
16 oz.
$ 20.00
AQUAGAIA
(Mitochondria)
32 oz.
$ 40.00
LIQUID
$ 8.50
GAIALYTE
2 liters $ 15.00
1 liter
1 liter
$ 3.50
KOMBUCHA TEA BREEZE
2 liters $ 6.00
16 oz.
$ 6.00
KOMBUCHA TEA VINEGAR
8 oz.
(FIBRINO-CARTILAGE)
$ 8.50
CARBRAGAIA
$ 15.00
3.25 lb
MELLOREAM BEVERAGE POWDER
“3 IN 1” GRAPE SEED EXTRACT 60 CAPSULES $ 18.00
60 CAPSULES
“4 IN 1” WILD YAM EXTRACT
180 TABLETS
A-C-E Anti-Oxidant Formula
300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.
CHLORELLA
90 TABLETS
ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS
— 30 Day Supply
GAIATRIM
180 TABLETS
GINKGO BILOBA (24% Extract)
60 TABLETS
OLIVE LEAF
OLIVE LEAF EXTRACT
35 PG.

by James R. Privitera, M.D.

BOOKLET

60 CAPSULES
RARE EARTH CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES
POSLIN CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES/450mg. EA.
ALOE PLUS 77

Alfalfa & Minerals
90 CAPSULES
ALOE FREEZE DRIED CAPS
60
CAPSULES
NONI
30
CAPSULES
MEGA-MULTI VITAMINS
Whole
Leaf
Aloe
Vera
Concentrate
ALOE JUICE
1 liter
(10X STRENGTH)

SUPER OXY (CHERRY-BERRY) (CRANBERRY-APPLE)
BODY BOOSTER
LIQUID LIFE
GAIAGLO LOTION
HORSETAIL TINCTURE
GAIA VITE Colloidal Multi-Vitamin & Mineral
GAIACOL

Colloidal Silver with trace minerals & Trace Gold
suspended in a distilled water fluid

GAIAGOLD

Colloidal Gold

GAIA DHEA Colloidal Dehydroepiandrosterone
Colloidal Copper
GAIA CU-29
Colloidal Titanium
GAIA TI-22
GAIALIFE COLLOIDAL MINERALS 121++
PLEASE

$ 22.00
$ 24.95

$ 21.00
$ 24.50
$ 35.00
$ 24.95
$ 24.00
$ 2.75

S&H
included

$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$ 16.95
$ 30.00
$ 22.00
$ 11.00
$18.00

2 oz.

00
18.00
$ 18.
$ 20.00
$ 22.00
$ 20.00
$ 8.00
$ 10.00
$ 10.00
$ 56.00
$96.00
$ 20.00
$112.00
$192.00
$ 20.00
$ 10.00

2 oz.

$ 20.00

2 oz.

$ 10.00

1 quart
32 oz.
32 oz.
4 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.
2 oz.

Qty. Amount

USE THE SHIPPING RATE CHART (located on the top of this order form)
WHEN CALCULATING SHIPPING FOR ALL New Gaia Products.

✴ FOR PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES and MAINTENANCE
PACKAGES, BREAD PRODUCTS, MICROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS,
BEANS AND LENTILS PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES.
PLEASE ALLOW 3 TO 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

PRICE

Item
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.

Trace minerals & Colloidal Silver
suspended in Hydrogen Peroxide

OXYSOL

GAIACLEANSE KIT

Qty. A m o u n t

PER UNIT
$ 8.00
$ 45.00
$ 75.00
$ 48.00

14-DAY PARASITE PROGRAM

Individual components sold seperately—call for prices

$260.00

GULF WAR SYNDROME “Starter Kit”
NICOTINE___

$
6.00
each

2 oz.

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND
ALCOHOL___

CAFFEINE___

SUCROSE___ STARCH___
○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND TRAVEL PACK

○

○

○

$

✴ HITACHI (HB101) BREAD MACHINE
(Whole Wheat & Spelt)

BREAD MIX

✴

(Pure Spelt)

GAIASPELT FLOUR
WHOLE GRAIN

✴ GAIASPELT KERNELS

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

15.00
No Longer Available

(FACTORY BLEMISHED/REFURBISHED)

✴ GAIASPELT

○

$

3.50

2 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
8 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

$
2.50
$ 5.00
$ 10.00

4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
10 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

$ 5.00
$ 12.50

✴ PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE
1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
1 Bottle AquaGaia (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix
5 Audio-cassettes

$130.00

✴ MAINTENANCE PACKAGE
1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix

$ 80.00

✴ MiCROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS
ALKALINE/ACIDIC WATER SYSTEM

VORTEX KIT
ADZUKI BEANS
RED LENTILS
Please make all checks and
money orders payable to:

New Gaia Products

P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126

$1100.00
$

8.00

$ 50.00

50-LB BAG

No Longer Available

50-LB BAG
TOTAL

SHIPPING & HANDLING

SUB TOTAL
SALES TAX

Nevada Residents only: add 7%

TOTAL ENCLOSED

○

○
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(Discontinued)

T H E P H O E N I X E D U C AT O R

S INGLE S UBSCRIPTIONS

USA (except Alaska & Hawaii)

As an adjunct to CONTACT,
the Telephone Hotline keeps you
as informed as possible on current
events and other important
information that needs to get to
our subscribers before our
publishing date.
The message machine will
answer after 2 rings if there are
any new messages for that day, and
after 4 rings if not. Thus daily callers
can hang up after 2 rings and save
toll charges if no new message has
been recorded. If the Hotline does
not answer your call, then there is
currently no Hotline message.

